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A PREL!MINARY STUDY OF THE PERFORMANCEAND CHARACTERISTICS
OF A SUPERSONIC EXECUTIVE AIRCRAFT
Vincent R. Mascitti
NASA Langley Rese_.rch Ce_ter
SUMMARY
A preliminary design study has been conducted to determine the impact o'F
advanced supersonic technologies on the performance and characteri_;tics
of a supersonic executive aircraft. Four configurations with different
engine locations and wing/body blending were studied with an advarced non-
_fterburning turbojet engine. One configuration incorporated an advanced
General Electric variable cycle engine and two-dimensional inlet with
internal ducting. A M 2.2 design Douglas _caled arrow-wing was used through-
out this study with Learjet 35 accommodations'(eight passengers).
All four configurations with turbojet engines meet tlle perfon_ance goals oF
5926 km (3200 n. mi.) range, 1981 meters (6500 feet) takeoff field length_
and 77 meters per second (150 knot) approach speed. The noise levels of
turbojet configurations studied are excessive. However, a turbojet with
mechanical suppressor was not studied. The variable cycle engine congigu-
ration is deficient in range by 555 km (300 n. mi.) but nearly meets sub-
sonic noise rules (FAR 36 1977 edition), if coannular noise relief is
assumed. All configurations are in the 33566 to 36287 kg (74,000 to 80,000
ibm) takeoff gross weight class when incorporating current titanium manu-
facturing technology.
A preferred configuration was not chosen for this study. While the perfor-
mance results on the various configurations are encouraging, it is felt tha_
significant performance improvement can be established with more effort.
However, some uncertainties exist mainly in the prediction of aerodynamic
characteristics, which can be resolved only by wind tunnel tests through the
Mach number range. Further detailed system integration studies to the depth
described in this status report should await the completion of planned experi-
mental programs.
INTRODUCTION
Continuing growth in the general aviation industry may require at some
future date the need for a small supersonic cruise business jet. Expand-
ing international markets for corporations and diplomatic missions for
government executives could create a demand for the convenience and
availability that a long range supersonic jet would provide.
In the mid-late 1960's, preliminary designs, reference 1 and 2, were
studied showing that transatlantic ranges could be achieved by Mach 2.0-
2.7 aircraft carrying 8-12 passengers, with gross weights in the 33566 to
36287 kg (60,000 to 80,000 Ibm) class. The studies included variable
sweep or delta-wing technology with afterburning turbojet or turbofan
engines typical of first generation SST technology. '!oise characteristics
were not reported. During this time the U.S. was engaged in the SST
national competition and much of the detailed information on SST configu-
rations was either classified by the U.S. Government or company proprie-
tary. In 1971, Boeing conducted an unpublished study of a lO-passenger
delta-win_ aircraft, which resulted in 4778 km (2580 n. mi.) range,
46947 kg (I03,500 Ibm) gross weight with a takeoff field length of 1615
meters (5300 feet).
Soon after the cancellation of the U.S. SST program in 1971, NASA initiated
a research program (SCAR) in supersonic cruise technology. In the past
five years, NASA and the industry, reference 3, have identified solutions
to the performance, economic, and environmental problems associated with
first generation SST's. For example, arrow-wing or blended delta-wing
configurations provide transpacific range 8500 km (4600 n. mi.)o Aircraft
employing variable cycle engines with coannular noise relief or low bypass
ratio turbojet engines with advanced mechanical suppressors would meet the
108 EPNdB noise constraints (FAR 1969 edition). Advanced titanium tech-
nology such as superplastic forming diffusion bonding would provide substan-
tial cost and weights savings compared to the methods available in 1971. In
addition, an extensive experimental program was conducted by NASA and Douglas,
reference 4, on a M 2.2 design in the transonic and supersonic speed range.
The results of this experimental program were important to the current study
as will be discussed in the next section.
With a great deal of information available in the open literature, prelimi-
nary design studies of a supersonic business jet were initiated in 1976
conducted by NASA Langley Research Center and Vought Corporation, Hampton
Technical Center. The objective of this study was to determine the impact
of advanced SCAR technologies on the performance and characteristics of a
supersonic executive jet (SSXJET) and to identify technical problem areas.
During the course of this study, four configurations (Mach 2.2 designs)
were studied which incorporated a NASA generated advanced dry turbojet engine
and a fifth configuration using a General Electric variable cycle engine.
Special emphasis was placed upon the evaluation of terminal area noise
characteristics and takeoff performance.
No attempt was made to determine the optimum cruise Mach number for a
SSXJ_T class aircraft since that would require an extensive data base
and a cemplete market and economic'study, which was beyond the scope of
the present effort. Rather, the Mach 2.2 design constraint was chosen
due to the availability of high-speed wind tunnel data and models_ and
a low-speed experimental data base which will be established in the
coming year.
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CONFIGURATIGN CONSTRAINTS
In formulating the study of a supersonic executive aircreft one must consider
the credibility of the data base to be employed. The Math 2°7 dcsigm base
established by NASA, Boeing, and Lockheed during the past national sumersonlc
transport program was considered for this study, and indeed much of the NASA
data and the technology developed from the SCAT 15F arrow-wing concept has been
used indirectly. However, it was felt that Mach 2.7 was on the high side for a
supersonic executive jet since it requires more sophisticated variat_le geometry
engines_ inlet and nozzles that would provide low to moderate operating cos Ls
for supersonic transport but larger component development costs. Si_'_ce the
economics of a SSXJET could be dominated more by initial cost considerations
rather than operating costs, a lower Mach number data base was sought.
An important experimental program (Ref.4) was recently completed for a Mach 2.2
transport design. A jointly sponsored NASA/Douglas wind tunnel test program
was conducted at the NASA Ames Research Center at transonic and supersonic speeds.
Results of these tests verified a high level of aerodynamic efficiency for the
Douglas design wing (trimmed L/Dmax = 9.1) when incorporated with a transport
fuselage carrying 273 passengers. These encouraging high speed results has led
to the generation of a new NASA experimental program at low-speeds, wherein a
9.14 meter (30 ft) model of the Douglas concept will be tested in the NASA
Langley full scale tunnel. The model is currently under construction and is
scheduled for testing early in 1978. This model is designed to be of multi-
purpose to facilitate fuselage, nacelle and empennage changes that will be
required to test a SSXJET configuration. Because of past and anticipated
experimental data, the Douglas design wing was chosen for this study. The
scaled geometry, shown in Figure I, has been held constant throughout the study
for all configurations. This arrow-wing planform offers several advantages
over a delta wing planform similar to that used on the Anglo-French Concorde
and USSR TU-144. The planform of the wing essentially determines the drag-due-
to-lift as well as the wave drag characteristics of the wing. Drag-due-to-lift
is significantly reduced when the leading edge is swept well behind the design
Mach line and the trailing-edge notch ratio is maximized. Also, because the
leading-edge is swept at 1.24 Rad. (71°), a subsonic leading-edge radius can be
used to improve low-speed lift and stability requirements. By clipping the wing
tip from a pointed arrow the structural span is decreased and eliminates that
portion of the wing where experiment has indicated a breakdown of the theoreti-
cally predicted flow. Unsweeping the wing tip in the region of high local upwash,
in this case to .99 Rad. (570), improves the subsonic efficiency and pitching
moment characteristics with little detriment to the supersonic wave drag. To
further minimize drag, the camber and twist distribution has been optimized for
the Mach 2.2 cruise condition to minimize draq-due-to-lift. WinQ thickness
ratio varies from 2.2 percent at the root to 3.0 percent outboard of the
trailing edge break.
The passenger compartment (eight passengers/two crew) is similar to the Learjet
35 shown in Figure 2. While this is not necessarily the optimum payload for a
supersonic executive jet, it does represent the minimum passenger size con-
sidered feasible for this class of long range supersonic aircraft.
The material chosen for this study is titanium. 6AL-4V titanium alloys at Mach
2.2 temperatures are muchmore structurally efficient than the best aluminum
alloys, whenused for strength design parts for 70,000 hours design life. Im-
proved manufacturing processes such as superplastic forming and diffusion bond-
ing and the resulting innovative structural concepts could potentially provide
part costs approaching those of aluminum, (Ref. 3).
Performance Goals and GroundRules
The range goal for this study was 5926 km (3200 n. mi.) which corresponds to a
NewYork to Paris flight. The prohibition of civil supersonic flight overland
underscores the requirement for at least transatlantic range. However, many
important city pairs such as Los Angeles to Honolulu _t 4074 km (2200 n. mi.)
could be serviced by this aircraft at reduced gross weight, lower takeof$
power settings, and, consequently, reduced noise levels. The enroute mission
and reserve legs used for performance evaluation are shownin Figure 3.
The takeoff field length goal was established at 1981 meters (6500 ft) maximum
in order that the aircraft could access a larger numberof airfields. Approach
speed was constrained to 150 knots corresponding to nearly Learjet values.
No noise goals were established initially since noise regulations do not cur-
rently exist for civil supersonic aircraft. Also the simultaneous goals of
1981meters (6500 ft) takeoff field length, (high thrust/weight) and larger
highly swept wing (low wing loading) would drive the design to relatively low
noise levels in any event. Noise was, therefore, a "fall out" of the perfor-
manceevaluation.
With the above configuration constraints and ground rules defined, the problem
was reduced to determining the minimumtakeoff gross weight that will satisfy
the design mission requirements.
CONFIGURATIONSTUDIED
The selection of configurations for this study was based on a parametric
evaluation of engine type, location, and inlet considerations for a twin
engine executive class transport airplane. All versions utilize the scaled
wing planform geometry of the Douglas Mach2.2 transport concept. Passengers,
crew, baggagerequirements, landing flare angle, takeoff rotation angle, and
pilot vision envelope were maintained constant for all study concepts. Two
engine concepts were used, a non-afterburning advanced turbojet engine with a
mixed compression inlet and a variable cycle turbofan GE21/JI1-BIO engine
supplied by the General Electric Company. Both engines were scaled to the
required thrust level and the corresponding engine weight for each configuration
studied.
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Feur b,_s;c configurations were evaluated; a clean wing version witl_ aft fuse-
iage __oL!nted nacelles (SSXJET) a similar concept with the naceiles mour:ted
unc!er the wing (SSXJET I), a blended wing/body versicm with af!. fusc]age
nacelJes, (SSXJET il) and an aft fuselage integrated engine installatier_ w':th
under wing Z-dimensional inlets (SS×JET III).
SSXJET
With the wing geometry and passenger compartment fixed, the fuselage geo_;_:i:_,
and v_ing location are arranged to provide minimum wave drag at Ma,ch 2o_ a_d to
satisfy aircraft balance requirements. For the initial configuration develog-
ment a parametric analysis was conducted for a range of airplane arq_:s weights
and thrust-to-weight ratios with a nominal wing loading of 3830 N/m2 (80 psf).
_rom this analysis a selected airplane was subjected to passenger, subsystems,
and fuel volume verification.
It was discovered that in order to stay within a reasonable aircraft length
and equivalent body fineness ratio, the airplane becomes fuel volume limited.
This means that when payload and subsystems volumes are accommodated all
remaining wing and fuselage volume is used for fuel containment and structure.
Figure 4 shows the volume utilization for _he wing and fuselage. This configu-
ration has a wing area of 89.65 m2 (965 ftz), a fuselage length of 31.39 m
(I03 ft), and a wing span of 12.83 m (42 ft). The general arrangement and
inboard profile of this configuration is shown in figures 5 and 6. Two nacelles
are mounted on the aft fuselage in a location to provide ground clearance during
landing flare and takeoff rotation. The aircraft accessary gear box is located
in the aft fuselage between the engines and is driven by both engines. Because
of concern with the takeoff field length requirement, this arrangement results
in a clean wing freeing the entire wing trailing-edge for mechanical flaps.
The empennage is a "T" tail arrangement with a variable incidence horizontal
stabilizer and geared elevator. Main landing gear is a two strut arrangement
with two wheels per strut and retracts inboard in the fuselage. Nose landing
gear is dual wheeled and retracts forward of the crew compartment. The passenger
compartment is nominally 1.727 meters (5.667 ft) in diameter and accommodates
eight passengers. Baggage space is provided directly aft of the passenger
compartment. Flight crew spacing is similar to the Learjet 35 with .192 Rad.
(11 o ) pilot vision angle over the nose. Windshield slope was selected to
be slightly greater than the Mach angle at the M2.2 cruise condition. Fuel
tanks and aircraft subsystems are located to satisfy required center of
gravity location throughout the flight envelope.
The aft fuselage nacelle placement raises questions with regard to adverse
local flow variations, which may vary with angle of attack, high local
Mach numbers at the inlet face, and inlet distortion characteristics leading
to engine unstart at supersonic speeds. High speed flow field measurements
are required to address this problem area.
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SSXJET I
This configuration is similar to the SSXJET except that the nacelles are
located under the wing. The general arrangement and inboard profile are shown
in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. This engine placement eliminates the local
flow concerns mentioned above, since the wing acts to keep the flow aligned
with the inlet through the angle of attack range and reduces the flow velocity
to less than free stream values. Lower local Mach numbers result in smaller
inlet size and increased pressure recovery, although no credit for this
advantage was taken in this study. Spanwise and chordwise nacelle location was
selected based on minimum wave drag and structural support considerations dis-
cussed in more detail in subsequent sections of this report. Wing and empen-
nage areas and geometry remain the same as the previous configuration. The
wing was relocated, however, to satisfy balance requirements and the fuselage
cross section area was modified to minimize wave drag at the cruise condition.
The "T" tail was retained to reduce the engine exhaust impingement on the
horizontal stabilizer. Because of the thin winu, enqine driven accessories
are located in the fuselage and are driven by quill shaft from the engine to
a right angle gear box in the fuselage.
SSXJET II
For this concept wing/body blending was employed. The advantage of wing/body
blending coupled with a "wrap around" structure, is low supersonic wave drag
by potentially reducing the maximum cross section area and providing more
efficient use of aircraft volume. Figures 9 and 10 show the general arrangement
and inboard profile, respectively. Wing and empennage areas and geometry re-
mained the same as SSXJET along with nacelle location on the aft fuselage.
The wing was positioned higher on the fuselage to facilitate the blending. As
previously mentioned, the study aircraft are fuel volume limited for the same
fuselage length. Therefore, area added in the wing/body fillet must be removed
from the fuselage so that the M 2.2 area distribution would remain basically
the same. Because of the "wrap around" structural requirements for this con-
cept, usable fuel volume is slightly reduced relative to SSXJET and SSXJET I,
since the airplane is volumetrically efficient. In an attempt to further
reduce the cross section area of the crew compartment and its effect on super-
sonic wave drag, a derivative version of this configuration was developed.
This concept, designated SSXJET II T, placed the pilot and co-pilot in a tandem
arrangement with the pilot in the forward position. Figures II and 12 depict
the general arrangement and inboard profile. Although a slight improvement
in drag was achieved, one major disadvantage in this concept is evident. Due
to the tandem arrangement and canopy requirements, access to the crew compart-
ment is limited to external entrance and egress, therefore, isolating the
crew from the passenger compartment.
I0
SSXJET}:11
[ach of the previously discussed concepts used the advancedturbojet engine
and were sized to satisfy payload/range and takeoff field lensth
requirements set forth in the 9rQundrules. Takeoff noise ca_cu!ations
for these configurations resulted in high noise levels for this cla_s of
aircraft as discussed in the noise section. In light of these results: the
SSXJ_T Ill configuration was developed in an attempt to satisfy soise cor,--
straints. Figures 13 and 14 are the general arrangement and inboard prof_le_
respectively. The engine used is the variable cycle GEI2/JIi-BIO engine scaled
to the required thrust level. All regualr performance characteristics were
provided by General Electric together with scaling curves for weight and
geometry. Installed thrust-to-weight ratio was increased from.37 to.51.
This installed thrust permits takeoff at derated throttle settings resulting
in lower exhaust gas velocity and, consequently, reduced noise levels both with
and without coannular suppressive effects. Two dimensional inlets are located
under the wing with the engines positioned in the aft fuselage. Again wing
geometry was retained but the area was increased to 105 m2 (1130 ft 2) to improve
low speed characteristics and compensate for the reduction in trailing-edge
flap area due to the underwing inlet. Fuselage length was increased .81 meters
(2.67 ft) to 32.21 meters (105.67 ft) to compensate for the fuel loss due to
engine ducting. Overall equivalent body fineness ratio was maintained as the
previous concepts. A disadvantage of this two dimensional inlet arrangement
is possibly boattail and base drag penalties not accounted for in this study.
Configuration Assessment
As previously mentioned, each of these configurations are fuel volume limited.
In order to stay within the wing geometry constraints, no modifications or
changes were investigated. A more detailed study would be required to assess
the penalties of wing thickness changes and fuselage integration to provide
additional fuel volume. Also, no attempt was made to determine if the thin
wing provides sufficient thickness for control surface actuators and other
subsystem requirements.
MASS PROPERTIES
The objective of the mass properties analysis is to evaluate candidate
structural designs and establish, as realistically as possible, the
minimum design gross weight at which a particular configuration can
perform the desired mission goal.
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In this study, the design mission goal was to achieve a configuration having
the mission capability of carrying a payload consisting of eight passengers,
their baggage, and a crew of two; a range of 5926 km (3200 n. mi.) at Mach 2.2
cruise speed.
Five configurations of supersonic executive jet transport (SSXJET) series
aircraft were evaluated. These are: basic SSXJET, SSXJET I, SSXJET II,
SSXJET II Tandem, and SSXJET III.
Methods and Criteria
One of the prime requisites for attaining valid design evaluations during
early conceptual development of an aircraft system, is availability of
accurate weight and balance data. Obtaining precise mass data would require
a detailed structural weight analysis beyond the scope of this study. However,
it is possible, after establishing a sound reference base, to produce first
level mass data with reasonably adequate confidence levels. These data, while
not highly detailed, do reveal trends and serve to isolate, identify, and
assess impacts resulting from incorporation of variations in design or
technology.
For this study a Vought Hampton developed computerized mass property estima-
ting program, ESBULL, was used in the evaluation of the SSXJET series aircraft.
This program is statistically based with empirical modifications. It was de-
signed to generate mass properties for multi-engined commercial transports
and was used in previous SCAR studies, references 6 and 12. The weight
prediction portion has been correlated with data from Boeing, Lockheed and
Douglas methods. A sample of the wing prediction performance for the program
versus reported weights is presented in Figure 15. This plot contains several
large subsonic transports and one small executive transport to correlate with
a small scale aircraft. It also includes the data points for three large
supersonic transports from the three companies. A comparison of the Vought
Hampton generated weight data compared to data obtained from Boeina, Lockheed,
and Douglas is presented in Table l(a) and l(b) for metric units and
engineering units respectively.
The configuration selection, sizing, and mass anal}sis are based on the
following mission requirement criteria:
o Payload - 8 passengers with baggage
o Range - nominally, 5926 km (3200 n. mi.)
o Design Cruise Speed - Mach 2.2
o fuel - Conventional Fossil (JP) fuel
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The structural m_ssanalysis is based o,_:an all titanium primary structure.
[_esig_ features el_dconstruction techniques for major compoi_ent_are:
o i_irJg and Aerodynamic Surfaces - Stresskin titanium skin/core sandwich
pane_s.
o Fuselage - Titanium skin/stringer/frame construct'!on.
o Landing Gear - Two strut main gear and single strut nose gear strL_cture
or high strength steel alloy.
Engine - Single spool, non-afterburning advanced turbojet with variable
geometry turbine and exhaust nozzle for all except SSXJET II_, which
has the GE21/JI!-B10 double bypass engine.
The sizing and configuration selection synthesis for SSXJET was performed by
generating a matrix of candidate aircraft with an array of Design Gross Weights
(DGW) ranging from 31751 to 40823 kg (70,000 to 90,000 Ibm) with sea ieve!,
standard day, uninstalled thrust-to-weight ratios (t/w) varying from .35 to .55.
The resulting data from this program were subjected to mission performance
evaluations. The candidate aircraft _ith the best match of DGW, and thrust-to-
weight ratio meeting range and overall aerodynamic performance was selected.
Weights
Variations in mass characteristics due to configuration differences are dis-
cussed on an individual basis using basic SSXJET for comparison. Each configu-
ration is described briefly in order to identify salient design features which
effect mass characteristics.
The design mass characteristics and the group weights of the selected configu-
rations are summarized in Tables II and III, respectively.
Basic SSXJET
As described in Configuration Studies portion of this report, the basic SSXJET
is an arrow-wing, eight passenger airplane with two aft fuselage mounted dry
turbojets. SSXJET has a maximum design takeoff gross weight of 35720.4 kg
(73750 Ibm).
SSXJET I
The major difference between basic SSXJET and SSXJET I is the engine location.
On SSXJET I the engines (same engine as on SSXJET) are mounted beneath the wing,
whereas on the basic SSXJET the engines are mounted on the aft fuselage.
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This configuration change results in lower structural weights for both wing and
fuselage for SSXJETI. The wing structural weight decreased because the engine
pods contributed additional wing bending relief. Fuselage weight was decreased
because removal of engines from the fuselage reduced aft fuselage structural
loads. The combinedeffect of decreases in structural weight and recycling
resulted in a design gross weight of 34926.6 kg (77000 Ibm) for the SSXJETI.
This is approximately 807.4 kg (1780 Ibm) less than the basic SS×jET.
SSXJETII and II Tandem
The SSXJETII versions are nearly identical to the Basic SSXJETin overall
configuration geometry, but differ in structural design. Both SSXJETII
versions are blended wing/body concepts, which also differ from one another.
Oneversion, designated SSXJETII Tandem,has a tandemcockpit arrangement
where the pilots are seated one behind the other, similar to certain jet
fight/trainer aircraft. The other version, designated SSXJETII, has a con-
ventional side-by-side cockpit arrangement, characteristic of transport
aircraft.
The blended wing/body concepts exhibit lower weights than the Basic SSXJET.
The major difference occurs in the wing structural weight and is attributable
to three factors: (I) blended wing/body design concepts result in relatively
deep wing-root sections, resulting in high thickness to chord ratios and
reduced wing weight; (2) reduction in the design gross weight (DGW)resulting
from the decrease in fuel capacity 1270 kg (2800 Ibm) less than Basic SSXJET
(3) the downwardcascading effect on DGWduring recycling for sizing.
The combinedeffect of these factors, which translates into deeper, more effi-
cient wing-root structure, lower wing loadings, and smaller engines (the wing
area and t/w were held constant) resulted in a design gross weight of 33565.9
kg (74000 Ibm) for the SSXJETII. This is approximately 2154.6 kg {4750 Ibm)
less than that of the Basic SSXJET.Weight differences between the SSXJETII
versions due to forebody shape variations are too subtle for detection by the
first level statistical methods. Therefore, only one set of weight values is
shownto represent both the SSXJETII and SSXJETII Tandemconcepts.
SSXJETIII
Three distinct configuration changesdistinguish the SSXJETIII from the Basic
SSXJET. These changesare: (I) increased wing area from 89.65 to 104.89 m_
(965 to 1130 ft2 ); (2) GE21/JII-BIO double bypass engines in lieu of scaled
advanceddry turbojets; and (3) two-dimensional air intake and long-duct air
induction in lieu of axisymmetric short-duct nacelle system.
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Theseconfiguration changes result in a higher net structural weight for
SSXJETIII. Although wing area increased, wing structural weight decreascd
becauseof two reasons: (I) additional wing structural bending relief was
gained from a 28 percent increase in winq fuel, and (2) wing loading was
reduced from 3878 to 3352 N/m2 (81 to 70 Ibs/ft2). Propulsion _roup weight
increased due to installation of the more complex GE21/JII-BIO double bypass
engines which are both larger and heavier than the scaled dry turbojets.
The most significant weight increase occurs in the nacelle group. By design
and configuration, the two-dimensional air intakes are located beneath the
wing about mid-body, while the engines are located at the extreme aft fuse-
lage. The result is that the air induction ducts leading from the inlets to
the engine are unusually long and therefore heavy. The combined effects of
all changes results in a design gross takeoff weight of 36081 kg (79545 Ibm)
for SSXJ_F III, which is 360.6 kg (795 "Ibm) greater than that of the Basic
SSXJET.
Balance
Mass balance characteristics are a major parameter influencing design, configu-
ration development, and flying qualities of all aircraft. Because of the
broad operational requirements of supersonic aircraft, (flight at subsonic,
transonic and supersonic speeds), the trim and stability requirements are more
extensive than those for subsonic applications.
In order to attain the desired longitudinal stability characteristics and
flying qualities in the design of fixed wing aircraft, it is desirable to
position the wing in such a manner that the aircraft center of gravity is
located as close to the aerodynamic center-of-lift as possible. Under flight
conditions, the locations of the aerodynamic center migrates as a function
of Mach number while the location of the airplane C.G. remains fixed. In
subsonic applications the variation between the two centers is small, but
in supersonic operation the aerodynamic center-of-lift migrates aft as the Mach
number increases causing the longitudinal stability to increase to undesirable
levels. On conventional subsonic aircraft, this unbalance of forces acting
through the two centers can be trimmed (reduced) by deflection of control
surfaces such as elevators, trim tabs, canards, or all-moving tail-planes.
Deflection of surfaces for purposes of trimming creates trim drag, which if
very large, is highly undesirable for a long range aircraft. These drag
penalties effect supersonic aircraft performance to a greater degree than that
of subsonic aircraft and a more efficient way of achieving aerodynamic trimming
must be employed.
The arrow-wing geometry developed by NASA after extensive wind tunnel testing,
employs wing camber and twist. The gentle camber slopes used in place of
large control surface deflections reduce trim drag significantly. The amount
of reduction achieved in this manner, by twist and camber alone, is still not
sufficient if the C.G. were to remain in the same location for both subsonic
and supersonic flight since some fairly high static margins would still need
to be trimmed.
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A fuel managementsystem (fuel transfer system) is chosen as a meansto augment
the benefits of wing twist and camber. By using this system to pumpfuel into
aft tanks, as the Machnumber increases, the C.G. can be movedaft to coincide
with the aftward migration of the aerodynamic center and minimize trim unbal-
ance. A system of this type, utilizing fuel as a form of useful ballast, is
used by such current supersonic transports as the "Concorde" and Tupolev 144,
am_m111tary aircraft such as the B-l, SR71,and YF12. This system is in
operational use and is a proven methodof achieving C.G. control.
In each of the SSXJETconfigurations, the wing is located in a mannerwhich
tailors the balance characteristics to provide the center of gravity limits
required for stability and control as specified in the Stability and Control
section.
The balance characteristics of each configuration are tailored so that both
the aft C.G. location desirable for rotation/flare characteristics at takeoff
and landing, and the more forward C.G. location providing minimumdrag at
cruise are attainable.
Combinations of fuel tank sequencing were investigated to determine the most
forward and aft center of gravity excursions and define limit boundaries. The
attainable C.G. excursion envelope with the desired cruise C.G. path providing
minimumdrag during a typical mission for each configuration are presented in
Figures 16, 17, 18, and 19. All of the points along the desired flight path
lie within the limit boundaries and are attainable by proper fuel management.
All the preceding commentsapply in general to all of the configurations but a
few commentsare necessary to point out somedifferences betweeneach of the
configurations.
Basic SSXJET
Wingapex located at F.S. 226.8, aft fuselage mountedengines.
SSXJETI
Wing relocated with apex at F.S. 206.5 to compensatefor engines being
relocated from aft fuselage to beneath wing mountedposition.
SSXJETII and II Tandem
Wingapex located at F.S. 226.8, sameas on BasicSSXJET, balance charac-
teristics vary only slightly between versions due to minor differences in
massdistribution.
SSXJETIII
Dueto configuration and engine changes, wing apex is located at F.S. 220.
SSXJETIII marginally satisfies C.G. limits required by stability and
Control.
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Inertia
The inertia characteristics of an aircraft, which are closely related _.o the
balance characteristics by being a function of the mass distribvtion, are
equally important in determining aircraft configuration and flying quaiities.
The magnitude and type of inertia forces and accelerations which rnust be over--
come and controllable by the aerodynamic control surfaces during flight
m_neuvering determines the size of the control surfaces. Response rat.'-'., a
measure of flying quality which is the rate at which the aircraft undtrgoe_ _:
change in altitude and direction about its axes within a given time peried,
is also governed by the magnitude of the inertial forces and in turn affects
size and capacity of the flight control system_.
SSXJET configurations do not differ greatly in configuration geemetry from
executive/business jets currently in operation. Several subsonic jets have
aft fuselage mounted engines. As explained in the balance section, the super-
sonic aircraft configuration is more sensitive to balance and inertia consider-
ations. The fineness ratio and area distribution required for Mach 2.2 cruise
speed requires a long fuselage. Mounting of the engines on the aft fuselage
at the extremity of the airframe resul_s in a type of "dumbbell" distribution,
with large discrete masses located far from the aircraft C.G. resulting in
higher pitch and yaw inertias. Differences in inertias and principal axes,
which are due to variations in geometry and mass occur among the configurations.
Using Basic SSXJET for comparison, some of the more pronounced differences may
be explained by reviewing each configuration individually.
SSXJET I
Inertia values differ from basic SSXJET due to redistribution of mass resulting
from relocating engines from aft fuselage mounted to underwing oosition.
The roll inertia from SSXJET I is higher than Basic SSXJET because the engine
pods are farther outboard at the underwing location. However, pitch and yaw
inertias are lower because moving engines closer to aircraft C.G. reduced the
typical "dumbbell" distribution characteristic resulting from locating large
discrete masses at the extremities of the airframe.
SSXJET II and II Tandem
Inertia values differ only slightly from Basic SSXJET due to reduced weight and
minor variations in mass distribution.
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SSXJETIII
Inertias increase over Basic SSXJETdue to increases in gross weight and
overall dimensions, and the resulting redistribution of mass. The roll and
yaw inertias are higher as a result of increased wing span and a greater
amountof fuel located in the wings. Heavier engines located at the aft
extreme fuselage, and dimensional increases in wing span and overall length
contribute to increases in pitch and yaw inertias.
The inertia data for takeoff and normal landing conditions are summarizedin
Table IV.
Summary
The use of stresskin in the weight estimation was deemeda conservative approach
becauseof the existance of other advancedmaterials and construction techniques
which promise equal or lighter weights. Of the alternate materials and tech-
niques under consideration, one in particular, seemsextremely promising.
This is a new and innovative patented process, developed by Rockwell Interna-
tional, which combinessuperplastic forming and diffusion bonding into a single
process (Reference 34). This process, knownas SPF/DB,capitalizes on a unique
property of titianium which permits very large tensile elongations under proper
conditions of temperature and strain rate. Diffusion bonding is the joining of
titanium under pressure at elevated temperatures without melting or use of bond-
ing agents. Through a natural phenomenonsuperplastic forming and diffusion
bonding can be accomplished under identical parametric conditions. This is the
basis for the SPF/DBprocess. This process holds greater promise because it
reduces componentmanufacturing costs by decreasing part count and labor, and
results in weight savings due to inherent structural efficiency. It is
estimated that a i0 percent reduction in airframe structural weight of the
Basic SEXJETcould be attainable through application of the advanced technology
SPF/DBprocess.
STABILITYANDCONTROL
The horizontal and vertical tails of the SSXJETwere originally sized by using
tail volume coefficients based on the previously studied ASTseries of super-
sonic aircraft (Reference 6). This section presents the analysis which was
done in order to confirm the validity of the original estimate of horizontal
tail size and to determine the operating center-of-gravity limits.
The horizontal tails of supersonic cruise configurations have traditionally
been sized by the takeoff and approach control requirements. A similar pro-
cedure has been used for this study. The aerodynamic data used is based on
wind tunnel data with theoretical corrections applied in order to account for
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differences between the tested configuration and the SSXJET. The horizontal
tail was assumedto be all movable with a geared elevator. A flap deflection
of 30 degrees for both takeoff and approach was used for the stability and
control analysis in order to be compatible with the takeoff noise character-
istics presented in this study.
Cri tempia
The analysis was based on the following criteria:
Takeoff
Takeoff center-of-gravity range of 0.544 m (21.6 inches) which
is equivalent to O.06D Cref-
o Takeoff forward center-of-gravity limit determined at the posi-
tion for neutral stability with the landing gear located such
that nose wheel lift-off can be achieved at a speed of 162 kts.
A]_proach
o Approach speed defined at a lift coefficient of 0.6 for a flap
deflection of 30 degrees.
o Minimum demonstrated speed defined at a 0.5 g incremental
maneuver from trim at the approach speed.
Aft center-of-gravity limit based on the abilitx to provide a
nose-down pitching acceleration of 0.24 raa/sec L at the minimum
demonstrated speed and the maximum landing weight.
Analysis and Results
The basic data for this analysis were obtained from reference 4. Lift and
pitching moment increments due to leading and trailing edge flap deflections
were obtained from reference 10 and corrected for flap area by the method of
reference 12, Using the data for tail-on and tail-off runs from reference
10, a zero incidence tail contribution to lift and pitching moment was obtained
as a function of angle of attack. The horizontal tail control power data were
constructed by using the data of reference 6 for a geared elevator type hori-
zontal tail with areas of 4.18 m2 (45 ft ) and 6.04 m (65 ftL), The data
indicated that this type horizontal tail with a tail incidence of _0 degrees
and an elevator incidence of -+25 degrees deflection would give maximum control
effectiveness. The resulting low-speed lift and pitching moment data are shown
in Figure 20 for a flap deflection of 30 degrees and maximum control deflections.
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The takeoff center of gravity limits were estimated on the basis of the stabil-
ity and control criteria noted previously, the takeoff gross weight and pitch
momentof inertia, takeoff CLMAXin ground effect for takeoff and out of ground
effect for climb out. The approach center of gravity limits were based on the
approach stability and control criteria at the normal landing weight. Applying
the approach criteria of trimming a nose-up pitching acceleration of 0.24 rad/sec
at the minimumdemonstrated speed results in an aft center of gravity limit of
0.5350 CREFfor a horizontal tail with an area of 6.04 m2 (65 ft z) and 0.4846 CREF
for 4.18 m2 (45 ft2). The landing forward center of gravity limits were deter-
mined by establishing the maximumnose-up trim capability at the minimumdemon-
strated speed. These forward limit_ were 0^3384 CREFfor the 6.04 mz (65 ft _)
tail and 0.3805 CREFfor the 4.18 mL (45 ft L) tail. The neutral stability center
of grayity locations were determined to be 0.4695 CREFand 0.4320 Cm_Ffor the
6.04 mz (65 ft 2) and 4.18 m2 (45 ft 2) horizontal talls,respectivelyV_-These
computedcenter of gravity locations are plotted in Figure 21 as a function of
horizontal tail volume coefficient. Using the criteria that the takeoff forward
center of gravity location is 0.549 m2 (21.6 inches) ahead of the aft center of
gravity limit and is at the position for neutr_l stability, a horizontal tail
volume coefficient of 0.1128 or area of 5.76 m_ (62 ft 2) is required. The
corresponding limits are 0.5216 CREFfor'the aft center of gravity, 0.4615 _REF
for the takeoff forward center of gravity, and 0.3440 _REFfor the approach
forward center of gravity. This aft limit is more forward than the aft limits
characteristic of the ASTconfigurations becauseof the increased pitch rate
requirement during approach for the lighter SSXJET.
The SSXJETis statically unstable over the greater portion of its center of
gravity range and the data indicates that the basi_ airframe would have consid-
erable pitch-up tendencies. Therefore, a hardened stability augmentation
system (HSAS)would be required to stabilize the aircraft and achieve acceptable
handling qualities. The term "hardened" means that the stability augmentation
system has sufficient redundancy to preclude loss of the system. These
systems, although not used very frequently in the past, are being used on
military aircraft and maysoon be commonon commercial aircraft.
The stability and t_im curves were developed for a projected exposedhorizontaltail area of 5.76 m (62 ft _) and are presented in Figures 22 and 23. From
Figure 22 it can be seen that there is adequate control to produce a nose down
pitching acceleration of 0.24 rad/sec at the aft center of gravity limit.
The approach forward center of gravity limit has been changedto 0.3611CREF
in order to be able to trim the aircraft during approach at a 6 degree angle
of attack. This was considered to be the maximumangle of attack for which
adequate visibility over the nose could be achieved. From Figure 23, it can be
seen that adequate control exists to trim in the takeoff and climb out configu-
ration.
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Summary
A horizontal tail with an area of 5.76 m2 (62 ft 2) would provide the SSXJET
J _ "
configuration with sufFicient control during ta_eof. , cllmb-.out and approach.
This compares favorably with the 6.04 m? (65 ft-) area originally estimated.
The center.-of-gravity range for this configuration is from 36.11 to 52.16
percent of the reference mean aerodynamic chord. The data indicate that the
SSXJET configuration would have pitch up tendencies and would require a
hardened stability augmentation system in order to have acceptable handiin_
qualities.
PROPULSION
To conduct airplane performance and acoustic studies, engine performance data
sufficient to encompass the airplane flight envelope must be provided. Listed
below is the minimum engine performance data required to properly conduct
airplane performance analysis:
1. Mission performance - gross thrust, ram drag, and fuel flow at various
altitudes amd Mech numbers.
A. For climb performance data points for two different altitudes
at each maximum cruise power levels.
B. For cruise performance - data points for five Mach numbers and
altitudes at maximum and four-part power-cruise settings.
Takeoff, landing, and acoustic performance - net engine thrust,
exhaust gas flow rate, exhaust gas jet velocity, exhaust gas exit
area: and exhaust gas exit temperature. These data must be provided
for all combinations of three altitudes, three Mach numbers: at take-
off power and four-.part po_er settings.
Engine performance data requirements are shown graphically in Figure 24. In
this figure the engine data requirement is superimposed on a plot of the Mach-
_Ititude climb schedule used in the SSXJET airplane studies.
installed engine performance data for an advanced NASA turbojet engine, as
described above, was provided for each SSXJET configuratior studied. Engine
performance data provided by the General Electric Company for the GE21/JI1-BIO
engine was used in the study of the SSXJET III airplane. The data repomted in
this document, however, are advanced turbojet engine performance used on the
SSXJET configuration at a standard +8oc day and GE21/JII-BIO engine performance
at standard day conditions for missions analysis and for both engines at stan-
dard +I0oc conditions for takeoff, landing, and acoustic analysis. No data
were available for the GE21/J11-B]O engine at standard +8oc conditions.
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NASATurbojet Discription
The advancedturbojet cycle employed in the SSXJETstudies is one which was
generated at the NASALangley Research Center, as an improvementover the
GE4/J5Pengine which was designed for the United States Supersonic Transport
porgram.
Turbojet engines are the most fuel efficient engines available for supersonic
cruise conditions, however, are less efficient at subsonic cruise conditions
and more noisy than turbofan engines at takeoff. It would be desirable, there-
fore, to have an engine which operates like a turbofan at takeoff and subsonic
cruise condition; for example,a variable cycle engine.
Howeveran attractive turbojet cycle can be conceived using a variable geometry
turbine, and thus approach the variable cycle capability. The turbojet cycle
used in this study is discussed in somedetail in reference 5.
Basically, the variable geometry turbine turbojet permits the engine to operate
at the design compressor pressure ratio and efficiency at a reduced turbine
inlet temperature (reduced power setting) by adjusting the turbine inlet area.
With the engine operating at these conditions, at part power, the engine opera-
ting efficiency is higher than it would be if the turbine inlet geometry were
fixed. This results in a lower fuel consumption at part-power operating con-
ditions encountered during subsonic cruise.
Another feature of the variable geometry turbine turbojet is that while opera-
ting at part power, the engine airflow is higher than with a fixed turbine
turbojet. This is a desirable feature for jet noise reduction. Jet noise
production is simply related to the engine exhaust gas velocity. Engine thrust
is also related to both the exhaust gas velocity and flow rate. Thus, when
the gas flow rate is increased at the samethrust level, the exhaust gas velo-
city is reduced with a resulting reduction in jet noise.
This engine cycle has been used in several supersonic transport design studies,
one of which is reference 6.
A scaled version of this advancedturbojet engine has been used in the SSXJET
studies and has the following sea level static standard day design charcteris-
tics:
Overall compression ratio = 15:1
Turbine inlet temperature = 1700OK(3060°R)
Corrected engine inlet airflow = 72 kg/sec (158.7 Ibm/sec)
Uninstalled gross thrust = 73000 N (16410 Ibf)
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Bare engine mass (weight) = 881 kg (1942 Ibm)
Th_s bare engine massincludes the gas generator, nozzle, and thrust
_'ew;r'ser.
._ s_:etc/_of tilis engine is shownon Figure 25.
The r_elected engine is not necessarily the optira_uff: engine for a Mach 2.2 c'.-uise
SSX,_FT a_rp:an,':. As --hown in reference 5 it may be possible to select ._Jn
engine with better performance by choosing one with a higher" overall con:prGssor
press_me ratio. To determine the optimum engine for a particular airplane mis-
sion wou_d require a complete evaluation of the entire desired airplane flight
enve!ope for eacl; availabie engine installation. Such an engine/airplane opti-
mization was not accornplished in this study. Optimization, however, shc_u!d be
undert_Lnn in future studies.
A r,aceTIe to house the enq'ine was configured as shown fn Figure 26. The resuits
of an unpublished study which evaluated the wave drag characteristics of various
shape nacelles indicated that the configuration selected would have the minimum
wave d_-ac,,
The cylindrical nozzle exit would also result in no boattail draq. In order to
have a cylindrical nozzle exterior.and still have a converging diverging fully
expanded nozzle, an ejector nozzle was utilized. An ejector nozzle is one which
induces a secondary flow into the nozzle. The secondary flow not only cools the
nozzle waiT_ but fi_Ts the void between the nozzle walls and exhaust gas stream,
thus, minimizing nozzle losses. The large flight envelope of the SSXJET airplane
is such that it is not possible to maintain a cylindrical nozzle exit at all
flight conditions. An ejector nozzle does, however, minimize the nozzle boat-
tail angle at those flight conditions where a nozzle boattail is necessary.
The inlet used is a scaled version of the NASA Ames developed "P" inlet of
reference 7. This is an axisymmetric inlet with a translating spike. The
t_'ansl_ting spike is provided to match the required engine airflow at all
flight operating conditions with minimum losses.
The maximum diameter of the nacelle was determined by the fully expanded nozzle
exit diameter at the design cruise conditions of:
Mach number : 2.2
Altitude = 18288 m (60000 ft)
Atmosphere = Standard day
Other nacelle dimensions are based on the AST-].O0 nacelle and the GE4 engine of
reference 6.
As the SS×JET studies progressed, the size and configuration of the airplane
changed resulting in different size engine requirements. Different engine and
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nacelle sizes were determined by means of the scaling data shown in Figure 27
from reference 9.
Installed performance of the engine was generated with the aid of the computer
program of reference 9. The computer program generates engine performance by
means of a cycle match procedure. It employs the GE4/J5P compressor map in a
non-dimensional form, fixed combustor efficiency, and a fixed turbine polytro-
pic efficiency. The design point calculation fixes the compressor design point,
dimensionalizes the compressor and establishes the matching turbine flow func-
tion. The turbine flow function remains fixed and an engine operating point is
determined by flow matching the compressor and turbine at a given turbine inlet
temperature and engine rotor speed.
Installation effects of the inlet, nozzle, thrust reverser, service air bleed
of 0.454 kg/sec (i Ibm/sec), and 149 kw (200 HP) power extraction are included
in the calculation of installed engine performance.
Drags due to inlet spillage, bypass, nozzle boattail, and air conditioninm are
accounted for by applying a drag increment to the airplane drag polars. ?he
combined drag increment for spillage, bypass, and nozzle boattail were esti-
mated by scaling the propulsion drag increment from reference 6 based on refer-
ence wing area and engine airflow. The total drag increment is shown on Figure
28.
The installed performance data for the advanced turbojet at standard +8oc
atmosphericconditions is presented on Figures 29 throught 31. Superimposed on
Figure 31 are the beginning and end cruise operating points. Data for takeoff,
landing, and noise studies at standard +I0oC atmospheric conditions is provided
on Figures 32 through 35.
Design sea level static thrust and airplane thrust to weight ratios at various
conditions are tabulated below for the engine and the SSXJET airplane at a
design gross weight of 35720 kg (78750 Ibm).
Conditions Thrust Thrust/Weight
Uninstalled standard day
Installed standard daY
Installed standard +8°C day
Installed standard +lO°C day
72995 N (61410 I bf)
67577 N (15192 Ibf)
64677 N (14540 Ibf)
64000 N (14388 Ibf)
.4168
.3858
.3693
.3654
General Electric Variable Cycle Engine Description
The GE21/J11-BIO engine is a double bypass variable cycle turbofan engine based
on technology available in 1985. Double bypass variable cycle describes the
function of the engine which, for takeoff and low-speed operation increases the
bypass airflow to provide better low-speed performance both acoustically and
thermodynamically. For high-speed performance, the bypass air is reduced to
provide performance approaching that of a turbojet engine.
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An addition_l feature of this engine is that the bypass airflow, which in
other turbt_fan engines would be tile outer stream, in this engine is diverted
so that it e×hausts through the nozzle plug and becomes the inner stream. This
is done to gain the effects of coani_ular sound suppression (reference 8),
Geometric and engine performa_c.£ data for the GE21/JI1-B10 engine were provided
by the General E_ectric £ompa:qy. This engine is designed for a crL_ise Mach
r.umber of 2,2 at an altitude of 18288 m (60000 ft) for standard atmasphe>'ic con,-
ditions with the following design characteristics:
Bypas_ ratio = 0.35
Overall pressure ratio = 17,3
Maximum afterburnin9 temperature = 1355°K (2439°R)
Corrected engir, e inlet airflow = 317.5/349.3 kg/sec (700/770 Ibm/sec)
Engine mass (weight)
Gas generator, afterburner, annular
Nozzle and suppressor 5343 kg (11780 Ibm)
Afterburner system 118 kg ( 260 Ibm)
A sketch of the GE21/J1]-B10 engine scaled to the SSXJET III size is shown on
Figure 36.
The engine as provided by GE is much too large for the SSXJET ]iI airplane;
therefore, it was scaled to the required uninstalled thrust of 96526 N (21700
ibf) at sea level static standard day conditiors. Scaling was accomplished by
means of the scale factors suggested by GE as shown below:
Weight
!Wa2 _I. I
Wt : Wt1
"2 ,Wa] ]
Diameter
= D1
Fn2 I" 5
].ength
Wa i "5
I__ =; LI _._-I
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Where
Wt = Engine mass (weight)
D = Diameter
L = Length
Wa = Engine airflow
Fn = Net engine thrust
Subscript 1 - GE21/J11-BIO parameter
Subscript 2 = Desired engine parameter
Mass (weight) of the scaled engine is 1828 kg (4029 Ibm) and includes the gas
generator, afterburner, and annular nozzle with a built in thrust reverser.
In general, scaling an engine more than 25 percent either up or down is
inadvisable. The above scaling factors provided by GE, ho_vever, are
considered sufficiently accurate for the purpose of this study.
The performance data supplied includes the installation effects of inlet, nozzle,
thrust reverser, afterbody drag, service airbleed of 0.454 kg/sec (l Ibm/sec)
and 149 kg (200 HP) power extraction. The inlet performance included in the
installed engine performance by GE was that of the Douglas Aircraft Company's
axisymmetric external compression inlet. A sketch of the Douglas inlet is
shown in Figure 37. Performance characteristics of this inlet, including pro-
pulsion drag, are shown on Figure 38. As with the turbojet engine, the propul-
sion drag as shown on Figure 38 was applied as an increment to airplane drag
polars rather than charging it as a penalty to the engine performance.
The external compression inlet was not used on the SSXJET III, instead a two-
dimensional inlet was sized to the scaled capture area of 0.814 m2 (8.766
square feet) of the Douglas inlet and fitted to the SSXJET Ill airplane. The
installed engine performance was not altered because of this change in inlet
since it was assumed that a two-dimensional inlet could be designed to produce
the same performance characteristics.
Engine performance as provided by GE was insufficient to perform mission, take-
off, landing, or noise studies. The data supplied is shown in block form on
Figure 39.
It was necessary, therefore, to expand on the data supplied to provide enough
data points to conduct the above studies. The supplied data was expanded by
first correcting it for altitude, Mach number, and atmospheric conditions, then
by adjusting the corrected data points for small changes in altitude and/Or
Mach number. The data as enriched by Vought Hampton for mission, takeoff,
landing, and acoustic analysis is shown in block form on Figure 40. Engine
performance data used in the SSXJET Ill mission studies is shown for standard
atmospheric conditions in Figures 41 through 43.
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Engine performance data for takeoff, landing, and noise studies were expanded
(see Figure 40) to cover an altitude range from 0 to 1219 m (4000 ft) and a
Mach number range from 0.0 to 0.4 based on the following assumptions:
i. The performance varies linearly with altitude at all Mach numbers.
2. The slope of the altitude variation is the same for all po_er settings
at all Mach numbers and was determined by the full power data points
supplied.
3. The performance varies linearly with Mach number at all altitudes.
4. The slope of the Mach number variation is the same as that determined
for the GE21/J11-B10 engine at corresponding power settings of 50,
48, and 46, and the same as the slope of power setting 46, for all
power settings below 46.
Graphs oF the takeoff performance of the GE21/J11-B10 engine are provided on
Figures 44 through 51 for standard +lO°C atmospheric conditions.
The GE21/J11-B10 engine when installed in the SSXJET III airplane results in an
aircraft design gross weight of 36076 kg (79545 Ibm). Tabulated below for the
SSXJET III at various conditions are the design sea level static thrust and
airplane thrust-to-weight ratios.
Conditions Thrust Thrust/Weight
Uninstalled standard day
Installed standard day
iInstalled standard +8oc day
Installed standard +10oc day
96526 N (21700 Ibf)
90228 N (20284 Ibf)
86416 N (19427 Ibf)
86060 N (19347 Ibf)
.5456
.5099
.4885
.4864
Summary
From the results of these studies it can be concluded that the engine designs
provided are adequate to meet the requirements of a feasible supersonic execu-
tive jet airplane. During the course of this study, no attempt was made to
optimize the engine or inlet or airplane or in combination; therefore, the
following are recommended:
o Conduct a detail design study of a variable cycle turbofan and/or a
variable turbojet to achieve the best compromise between takeoff noise
supersonic cruise, and supersonic cruise performance.
o Conduct detail design engine inlet integration studies to provide the
required engine airflow with minimum losses.
o Conduct airplane/engine optimization studies to determine the best
engine cycle/airplane confiQuration to meet the requirements of the
mission and takeoff noise.
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LOW-SPEED AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
The untrimmed low-speed aerodynamic characteristics for the SSXJET and SSXJET I
cnnfigurations have been estimated for trailing-edge flap deflections of 0°,
50 , 20 o , and 30o . The lack of experimental data for the SSXJET series wing in
the high-lift configuration has necessitated the use of analytical, experimental
and empirical methods and data. This approach includes the use of a vortex
lattice method for definition of the clean-wing lift curve and empirical esti-
mates of landing gear and nacelle-fuselage interference drag increments.
Additional data required for the analysis has been obtained from wind tunnel
tests of a supersonic cruise concept. These data represent the culmination of
an extensive research program employing the SCAT 15-F configuration as developed
and tested at the NASA Langley Research Center. The purpose of this section is
to discuss the techniques employed in the analysis and to present the results
obtained. Although no detailed analyses have been performed for the SSXJET II
and SSXJET III, low-speed characteristics for these configurations may be
estimated through suitable extension of the SSXJET and SSXJET I results as noted.
High-Lift System Definition
The high-lift system applied to the SSXJET wing is illustrated in Figure 52a.
The leading-edge devices L1 and L2 and the trailing-edge flaps TI, T2, and T3
are all independent plain flaps with the areas indicated in the figure. Note
that full-span trailing-edge flaps are defined for the SSXJET as the nacelles
are located on the aft fuselage. The trailing-edge flaps are used in the normal
sense to provide additional lift during takeoff and approach, and flap T3 may
also be used for roll control as required. The leading-edge device LI is used
primarily for suppression of the vortex shed from the wing apex. This vortex
suppression results in significant improvements in the longitudinal stability
characteristics. Similarly, flap L2 delays flow separation on the outboard
wing panel and further retards the onset of pitchup due to tip stall. Deflec-
tion of these leading-edge devices does not eliminate pitchup, but it is delayed
to angles of attack well beyond the normal operating envelope.
Insofar as the SSXJET I high-lift system is concerned, the primary effect of
relocating the nacelles to the underwing position is the reduction in area for
flaps TI and T2 as shown in Figure 52b, Leading-edge devices L I and L2, as well
as trailing-edge flap T3 are unchanged by the nacelle relocation. Total trailing-
edge flap area for the SSXJET I is approximately 25 percent less than that for
the SSXJET. The overall aerodynamic effect of this flap area reduction is, of
course, of primary interest in the following analysis.
Data Base
The SSXJET is a derivative of the Douglas Mach 2.2 AST concept (reference 4).
No low-speed wind tunnel data for the Douglas concept is available, however,
and thus the choice of suitable data on which to base the analysis becomes the
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fundamental concern. A survey of recent AST low-speed wind tunnel tests has
indicated that the data of reference 10 would provide the _st reasonable data
base. A photograph of the model used in these tests in the Langley full-scale
tunnel is shown in Figure 53. The configuration has an arrow-wing planform with
an inboard• sweep of 74o, a midspan of 70,5 o, and an outboard sweep of _0o.., Both
leading-edge and trailing-edge flaps are included for lift attgmentatien and
pitchup control. The wing twist and camber have been optimized for IQ cruise
at Mach 2.7, and the fuselage area ruling results in minimum configuration wave
drag at cruise The model configuration included either two upper surface mounted
nacelles or four underwing nacelles, a drooped nose for improved pilot visibility
during takeoff and landing, vertical wing fins for improved directione] stability
during cruise, and an empennage. Of particular interest are the full sDa_
trailing-edge flaps tested in conjuction with upper surface mounted engines
and the increased flap effectiveness obtained by blowing at the flap knee. The
primary data base for the SSXJET analysis is thus defined as follows:
Full Scale Tunnel Test 369 (NASA TM X-72792)
Run tl = t2 = t3 C_
320 0° O.
331 20 o .025
352 300 .025
where C_ is the flap blowing coefficient based on the wing gross area.
All of these runs have:
o two upper surface mounted engines (power off)
o full span trailing-edge flaps
o tail off
o L1,2 = 30 o (apex leading-edge flaps)
o L6 : 45 o (tip panel leading-edge flap)
o t 4 = 50 (tip panel trailing-edge flap)
Other data have been used where required for specific lift or drag increments
not directly obtainable from the above. Such departures are noted as required
in the following text. Also note that "T" refers to SSXJET trailing-edge flaps
while "t" corresponds to test model flaps.
Lift Development-SSXJET
The initial step in the development of the SSXJET lift curves involved
defining a clean configuration lift curve to which the various lift incrememts
due to flaps could be added. This baseline lift curve for the SSXJET has been
developed using the vortex lattice method described in reference II. Data input
to this program included definition of the twisted and cambered SSXJETwing,
the fuselage planform, and the horizontal tail at zero incidence. The horizontal
tail is assumed fixed at zero incidence throughout this analysis.
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Development of the lift increments due to trailing-edge flap deflection required
that the lift data from runs 331 and 352 described above be corrected to elimi-
nate the direct lift developed by the flap knee blowing. The net lift on the
model is
= - C sin (_WRP + 6FLAP)CLNET CLTEsT _REF (1)
where C_REF is blowing coefficient based on the wing reference area.
The lift increments due to model flap deflections of 200 and 300 (relative to
0o) are then directly obtained for a series of angles of attack.
The flap lift increment correction technique described in reference 12 has been
used to estimate the effect on lift of flap geometry differences between flaps
t1, t2, and t3 for the Test 369 model and flaps T1 and T2 for the SSXJET.
These geometry differences have been found to have a relatively small effect
on the flap lift.
Flap T3 on the SSXJEI corresponds to flap t4 on the Test 369 model. Insofar as
no data are available from Test 369 for t4 deflections, data from reference 13
was selected for determination of the desired increment (T3 = 0o to 50). The
average value of this lift increment has been found to be .0040. This result
has been corrected for flap geometry differences between the SCAT 15-F model
reported in reference 13 and the SSXJET using the method of reference 12.
The effect of the SSXJET leading-edge device LI is to spoil the vortex lift
generated by the wing apex. Insofar as the vortex lattice method used to
develop the baseline SSXJET lift does not account for this additional vortex
lift, the baseline lift may be assumed to reflect a deflection of 300 for LI.
The lift contribution related to a 450 deflection of L2 becomes significant
only for angles of attack beyond twenty degrees and thus has been assumed
negligible herein.
Overall lift curves for the SSXJET have been developed using the baseline lift
curve with its implicity LI and L2 effects and the flap lift increments des-
cribed above. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 54. Note that
the following configuration components are fixed:
LI = 30o L2 = 45o T3 = 5o
it = 0° (fixed)
Also note that only out of ground effect lift curves are shown insofar as
current takeoff analysis routines internally computes ground effects using the
method of reference 12. SSXJET characteristics in ground effect are presented
later in this section.
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SSXJET I
Overall lift curves have been derived for the SSXJET I using tile same assumptions,
data base, and vortex lattice method which have been described above for the
SSXJET. The reduction in area for flaps TI and T2 has required application of
the flap correctiom factor described in reference 4. This correction has indi-
cated that approximately 60 percent of the flap lift increments derived for the
SSXJET from the Test 369 data could be applied to the SSXJET I.
Nacelle-wing interference results in increased overall lift for the SSXJET I.
Data from reference 13 have been used to estimate this interference lift incre-
ment as follows: Lift curves with nacelles on and off have bee_ examined to
determine an average lift increment for the SCAT 15-F with four un_erwing nacelles.
This increment has subsequently been corrected to account for both the reduction
to two nacelles and the ratios of nacelle inlet area to wing reference area for
both the reference 13 model and the SSXJET I. This technique has resulted in
a SSXJET I wing-nacelle interference lift coefficient of .0110.
Analysis of the leading-edge devices L 1 and L2 and the trailing-edge flap T3
parallels exactly the method above for the SSXJET.
The results of the SSXJET I lift analysis are shown in Figure 55. Note again
that L I = 30 o, L2 = 45 °, T3 = 5o , and that the horizontal tail is fixed at zero
incidence.
Drag Development - SSXJET
The total drag for the SSXJET is assumed to consist of pressure drag, skin
friction, interference drag,-air conditioning and propulsion bleed drag, dr_g
due to lift, and, where appropriate, landing gear drag. The development of
these various drag items has necessarily involved the use of analytical, experi-
mental, and empirical data as described below.
Skin friction and pressure drag have been estimated using the DATCOM method
described in Section 4 of reference 14. Turbulent flow over a smooth, flat
plate has been assumed. The pressure drag contribution is considerably less
than the friction drag being proportional to (t/c) 4 where t/c is the wing thick-
ness ratio.
Wing-body interference is accounted for directly in the computation of the skin
friction and pressure drag items when using the method of reference 14.
Nacelle-fuselage-empennage interference has been estimated using unpublished
data for the Boeing 727 aircraft which has a nacelle enpennage arrangement very
similar to that of the SSXJET. No other interference drag items have been
considered.
Air conditioning and propulsion bleed drag increments have been derived using
data from reference 12. These previous data have been corrected to account for
the SSXJET engine airflow, a reduction from four engines to two, and the wing
reference area change to the SSXJET value of 89.65 m2 (965 ft2)o
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Semi-empirical estimates of the landing gear drag have been madeusing data
from reference 15. The nose gear consists of two wheels mounted on a single
strut while the main gear involves two wheels mountedon each of two struts.
The overall zero-lift drag build up for the SSXJETis summarizedin Table V.
These data are applicable to the takeoff, approach, and landing segmentsof
the flight envelope.
The drag contributions of the SSXJETleading-edge devices L1 and L2 have been
incorporated as a shift in the minimumdrag point. Data from runs 230 and 233
of the Test 369 data base (reference 10) directly provide the drag increment
developed by the apex flaps whendeployed to 30o deflection. This increment
has been corrected for the ratio of leading-edge flap area to wing gross area.
This estimated drag shift due to LI at 30o is .00194. The increment for L2
deflected 45o has been similarly derived using data from reference 16. The result
for LI is .00435. Analysis of data from reference 13 for flap t 4 indicated
that a 5o deflection of SSXJETflap T3 would have a negligible effect on the
drag.
Determination of drag due to lift for the SSXJETutilizes the sameprimary
data base noted above for the lift analysis. As in the lift analysis, the
direct thrust effects due to flap blowing must first be removed:
= + C cos (_WRP+ _FLAP)CDNET CDTEsT _REF (2)
These corrected data have been used to calculate polar shape parameter (PSP)
values for the Test 369 model as follows:
CDo% - (CD - CDMIN)
CDo% - CDIo0%
PSP =
(3)
The 0 percent suction lines for the Test 369 model are determined from the
equation:
CDo% = (CL - ACL) tan (_WRP " SO) (4)
while the 100 percent values are given by:
CDIo0 % = (CL - ACL)2/ _AR (5)
where AR is the wing aspect ratio based on the wing reference area. In these
equations CL is the total thrust corrected lift coefficient, AC, is the lift
coefficient at the minimum drag point, _WRpis the angle of attack of the wing
reference plane, and s 0 is the angle of attack for zero lift. (C D - CDMIN ) must
be determined from the thrust corrected drag data where CD is the total drag
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coefficie_,t and CDMIr is the minimumdrag. The drag polars to be developed
for the SSXJETwill thus reflect the "suction" levels developed by the Test
369 model and will be con._.tructed about the minimum drag point.
The results of these calculations are presented in Figure 56. Polar ShaDe
Parameter values for the case tl = t2 : t3 = 5o were estimated by linearly
interpolating the PSP values at 0° and 20o .
The PSP values determined above have been assumed to be directly applicable to
the SSXJET. No corrections for leading-edge Reynolds number have been applied
to these PSP values. Although the direct lift and thrust effects due to flap
blowing have been extracted from the Test 369 force coefficients, it has bee1_
assumed that the additional induced circulation due to blowing results in
sufficiently improved leading-edge performance to justify omission of the
leading-edge Reynolds number correction. Thus it becomes possible to compute
the desired (CD - CDMIN) values"
CD : - PSP - ) (6)
- CDMIN CDo% (CDo% CDIo0},
where CDo% and CDIo0 % must be calculated for the SSXJET using the lift curves
from Figure 53 and the aspect ratio AR = 1.84. The ACL values required for
these calculations are not directly available for the SSXJET, and thus the
values determined from Test 369 have been assumed. This choice of AC. values
also implicitly accounts for the polar vertical shift due to deflection of
L I, L2, and T 3 insofar as the corresponding model components for Test 369 were
similary deployed.
The required lift coefficients for the polar definition have been obtained by
adding to the CL - ACL values from Figure 54 the increments in ACL associated
with the various flap deflections. The &CL value for T I = T2 = 5o has been
estimated by linearly interpolating the 0o and 20 o flap data.
Total drag coefficients have been derived by adding the zero-lift drag incre-
ments previously discussed to the CD - CDMIN values determined from equation
(6). Also included are the shifts in minimum drag due to LI, L2, and T 3 as
well as the increments due to flap deflections from Test 369. The estimated
landing gear drag has also been included for the TI = T2 = 20 o and 30 o cases.
These drag polars for the SSXJET are presented in Figure 57. Note again that
no ground effects are included and that the horizontal tail is fixed at zero
incidence. The lift-to-drag ratio values obtained from these polars are shown
in Figure 58.
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SSXJETI
Skin friction, pressure drag, air-conditioning and propulsion bleed drag, and
landing gear drag values for the SSXJETI have been estimated as described
above for the SSXJET,and, with the exception of the wing-nacelle interference,
the values of these zero-lift drag items correspond to those of the SSXJET.
As previously noted in the lift development above, data from reference 13 have
been used to estimate the nacelle-wing interference for the SSXJETI. Nacelle
on and off data from reference 13 have been used to derive the nacelle drag for
the SCAT15-F with four underwing nacelles. An estimate of the nacelle friction
drag has been subtracted from this increment to obtain the interference drag.
This result has subsequently been corrected to account for the reduction from
four to two nacelles and the ratios of nacelle inlet area to wing reference
area. The resultant wing-nacelle interference drag coefficient for the SSXJET
I is .00275. This relatively high interference increment results because the
SSXJETI nacelles are large comparedto the wing. Table VI summarizesthe
complete zero-lift drag build-up for the SSXJETI.
Drag values for leading-edge devices LI and L2 as well as trailing-edge flap
T3 corresponds to the values previously estimated for the SSXJET. Drag-due-to-
lift for the SSXJETI has been determined using the polar shape parameter (PSP)
technique and data base discussed above. To account for the effects of the
nacelle flap cutout, the following technique has been applied: Additional PSP
values have been determined from runs 233, 239, and 251 of Test 369 (reference
10). These runs provide data for the test model configured with four underwing
nacelles and two trailing-edge flap cutouts. All other configuration components
correspond to those described above for the SSXJET. Thesedata have been
corrected for flap blowing direct lift and thrust effects and the PSPvalues
determined for trailing-edge flap angles of 0o, 20o, and 30°, The SSXJETI
PSPvalues presented in Figure 59 have been computedby averaging these two
sets of Test 369 PSPvalues. This approach is intended to provide a reasonable
estimate of the PSPvalues for the SSXJETI with its single flap cutout while
maintaining consistency in the data base.
The SSXJETI drag polars have been constructed from the various drag items
discussed above. Flap lift and drag increments used in the polar development
are the geometry corrected values. The wing-nacelle interference lift and drag
have been applied as shifts in the minimumdrag point. These SSXJETI drag
polars are presented in Figure 60 where the landing gear drag has been included
for the 20-degree and 30 degree flap cases. The L/D curves derived from these
polars are shownin Figure 61.
The analyses outlined above suffer from a lack of low-speed wind tunnel data
for the Douglas wing on which the SSXJETconcepts are based. It is felt,
however, that the results presented represent a reasonable estimate of the
low-speed aerodynamic performance of the aircraft. The analyses of the SSXJET
I, in particular, represents a consistent extension of the SSXJETresults and
should provide a clear indication of the differences in the low speed charac-
teristics of the two concepts.
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SSXJETCharacteristics In Ground Effect
As previously noted, current takeoff an_ly_is routines internally compute
ground effects on lift and drag and thus the out of ground coefficients presented
above have been used directly in the takeoff analysis. The untrimmed in ground
effect coefficients developed in the takeoff a.nalysis are summarized below
along with the basic approach employed. The development of these ground effect
equations has been fully documented in reference 12.
The ratio of in ground lift coefficient to the out of gY'o,ind va.)ue has beer_
shown in reference ]2 to be:
CL
°i =--3-- I+. C,
L
l
_.+ 3_(_) ,,__-_:7 +_:_., (_ + -- h "z-TC:+___LiZ=i:/:'-T3TTAT- T_d-+-7_]-- L __,--,'-.--A]" ._] (7)
where ho is the wing height above ground, b is the wing span, and A is the
wir, g aspect ratio. At points away from the ground the drae may be expreseed
as"
CD = CDI_IN + (C L - CLM)(U - _o) (a)
, CLM _' _f"where C:D is the minimum drag point is the corresponding lift ._.e_l-MIN
cient, m is the angle of attack and _ is the angle of attack for zero lift
" 0 " " "
The drag in ground effect may be calculated from the expression:
CDg = CDt,IIN + aLa _ (C D - CDMIN) + (G - eo)C L(c L - l) (9)
where _;i is given by"
l
1
l + 32 (b + 4 32 (u)
A drag factor is then computed using equation (8) and (9) as
D
and aoplied to the out of ground drag coefficient values.
(10)
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These equations have been included directly in the takeoff analysis routines
to automatically comDuteground effects throughout the takeoff profile. Typi-
cal results for the SSXJETconfiguration are presented in Figure 62. Also
indicated in the figures are points corresponding to operating conditions
during the ground run, at lift-off, and at the 10.7 m (35 ft.) obstacle point.
The SSXJETwing span is approximately 12.8 m (42 ft.) and for ho/b values of
unity or greater, the ground effect is insignificant.
Extension to SSXJETII and SS×JETIII Concepts
Although no detailed analyses of the low-speed aerodynamics for the SSXJETII
and SSXJETIII concepts have been made, reasonable lift and drag estimates may
be madethrough suitable extensions of the analyses presented above.
The SSXJETII concepts are similar to the SSXJETdiscussed above except for the
wing-body blending and forebody shaping. Thesedifferences are assumedto have
a small effect on the low-speed aerodynamics and thus the SSXJETdata are appli-
cable to the SSXJETII aircraft.
Drag estimates for the SSXJET111 have been madeby correcting for the differences
in zero-lift drag between the SSXJETI and SSXJETIII. Both skin friction and
propulsion bleed drag corrections have beenmaderesulting in a net drag increase
of six counts (.0006) for the SSXJETIII relative to the SSXJETI. Differences
in lift and drag-due-to-lift have been assumednegligible.
Summary
Low-speedaerodynamic characteristics for the SSXJETand SSXJETI concepts have
been developed using a combination of analytical, experimental, and empirical
methods and data. These studies represent a consistent approach to the develop-
ment of the low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of the configurations and
should clearly point to the differences between the two concepts in the high-
lift configuration. Moredetailed analyses will require low-speed wind tunnel
data for the Douglas ASTwing on which the SSXJETseries aircraft are based.
SUBSONIC/TRANSONICAERODYNAMICS
The subsonic/transonic aerodynamic characteristics of the SSXJETconfiguration
have been estimated through suitable corrections to available wind tunnel data
for the Douglas Mach2.2 ASTconcept (reference 4) on which the SSXJETis based.
The study covers the Machnumberrange from 0.5 to 0.95 at lift coefficients
from -0.04 to 0.28. The purpose of this section is to discuss the methods
employed in the development of the SSXJETdrag polars and to note the applica-
tion of the results to subsequent configurations in the SSXJETseries.
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Data Base
The wind tunnel data used for this analysis consisted of preliminary data
packageswhich have subsequently been published as reference 4. These original
data were fairly limited in both data range and configuration build-up, thus
necessitating a considerable amountof componentdrag prediction. Usable data
consisted of polars for the wing-body at Machnumbersof 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, and
0.95 for a lift coefficient range of O. to 0.28.
Polar Development
Extrapolation of the test polars was performed by fairing a smooth curve to
reach the desired range of lift coefficients from -0.4 to 0.28 which provided
the induced drag variation with lift for the wing-body. An additional induced
drag increment equal to ten percent of CL_2/ ARwas added to account for lift
effects of the nacelles and horizontal tail. This increment is based on
unpublished data for the Boeing 727 aircraft and has been corrected to account
for differences between the configurations and represents a conservative estimate
of the nacelle and horizontal tail effects.
Skin friction corrections and interference draQ values were computedusinQ the
method of reference 18. This method assumes fully turbulent flow over a smooth,
insulated flat plate and makes suitable corrections for supervelocity effects,
pressure drag, interference effects, excrescences, and surface roughness.
The propulsion bleed and air conditioning drag increments for the SSXJET were
obtained from reference 12 and corrected to account for the engine size change
and reduction from four to two engines. These drag increments are illustrated
in Figure 63.
Zero trim drag has been assumed throughout the analysis.
Results
The resulting subsonic/transonic drag polars for the SSXJET are summarized in
Figure 64. Note that for clarity the curves have been shifted to the right as
indicated by the scale in the lower left corner of the figure.
Extension to Subsequent Concepts
The drag values derived above for the SSXJET have been assumed applicable to
all subsequent concepts except for the SSXJET III. In this latter case, cor-
rections have been made to account for the differences in skin friction drag
associated with the increased wing size and inlet/nacelle arrangement. The
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propulsion bleed drag has also been modified to reflect the GE2]/J11-B10engines
included in this concept. For the Machnumberrange under consideration, these
engines require a constant propulsion bleed increment of .00053 instead of the
v_!ues p_eviously presented in Figure 63. No air conditioning drag penalty is
required for this engine. Resulting drag poiars for the SSXJET If! are pre-
sented in Figure 65.
Summary
SSXjET drag poiars for the Mach number range 0.5 to 0.95 have been derived
tkrough sLiitable correction of available wind tunnel data. No detailed
analyses for subsequent configurations have been conducted except for the
SSXJET !If. The SSXJET polars derived herein are assumed applicable to the
SSXJET I and SSXJET Ii concepts while the necessary corrections for the
SSXJET ill have been developed.
SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMICS
Lack ef appropriate experimental data for the supersonic Mach number range
required by the SSXJET series aircraft has resulted in application of severe!
analytical techniques for the calculation of configuration lift and drag char-
acteristics for Mach numbers 1.1 to 2.2. These methods (references 18--21)
have been used extensively for supersonic aerodynamic studies, and numerous
correlations with wind tunnel data have established the validity of the aDprcach
(see references 19 and 22-24). Tile purpose of this section is to describe _he
methods of analysis employed, to present further correlations of the theoretical
estimates with wind tunnel data for the Douglas Mach 2.2 AST corcept on which
the SSXJET series is based, to discuss the analyses of the various SEXJET con-
cepts, and to assess the accuracy of the various analytical methods employed.
Supersonic oneration of the SSXJET series aircraft over populated areas hinges
on the level of sonic boom overpressure generated by the configurations, The
relatively lower cruise Mach number and lower weiehts as well as the high cruise
altitude might result in overpressure levels sufficiently low to allow trans-
continental flight. An analysis has been conducted to assess the expected
overpressure levels for the SSXJET series aircraft, Only "first cut" estimates
of the overpressure levels have been made and no detailed analyses have been
performed.
Analysis Methods
The supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of the various SSXJET conce_ts ,_,ave
'Ibeen estimated using a series of computer programs available at the NASAi_angley
Research Center. A brief description of these programs is given below, and
detailed information may be found in the references.
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Skin friction... Configuratiori skin friction coefficients have been determineJ
using the Sommer and Short T' method described in referenc_ ],!_.
Tile aircraft is separated into its various components as shown in Fiqtlre 6,_ and
the individual wetted areas and reference lengths determined. ((;mp.-_en;s :such
as the wing which may exhibit large variations in reference length ,;_re further
• t h'_' COII.O__dsubdivided into strips as shown Skin friction coefficients are ....=,,
assuming a fully turbulent boundary layer over a smooth_ adiabatic-,,,all flat
plate with transition at the leading edge of each configuration compone_'_t. The
program accepts as input component wetted areas and reference l_-_,n* ,_,:,,_,.,,.,,ant;' com.-
putes the skin friction drag coefficients for a given Mach numb,_,_-altituc:_, com-
bination or for specified wind tunnel conditions.
Zero-lift wave draq.- The far-field wave drag program uses the supersL_lic area
rule concept to compute the zero-lift wave drag of e.n arbitrary con,_guration.
As described in reference 19, the program establishes a series of equivalent
bodies of revolution by passing planes inclined at the Mach angle M through the
configuration for several different aircraft roll angles 8. This procedure for
developing the equivalent body area distribution is illustrated in Figure 67.
The wave drag of each equivalent body is determined from the yon Karman slender
body theory which relates the wave drag to the freestream conditions an_ the
equivalent smooth body area distribution. The discrete equivalent body wave
drag values are then integrated to obtain the configuration overall wave drag_
Also included in the wave drag program are a series of routines for optimization
of the configuration wave drag through suitable area ruling of the fuselage.
Arbitrary restraint points may be specified at fuselage stations where minimum
area conditions already exist. The program locates these points on the average
equivalent body area distribution for the complete configuration and then solves
for the fuselage shape giving minimum configuration wave drag while simultaneously
satisfying the specified restraint conditions.
Wing analysis.- The winq lifting characteristics and drag due to lift have been
computed using the method described in reference 22. Based on linearized
supersonic wing theory, the method breaks an arbitrary planform wing into a
mosaic of "Mach-box" rectilinear elements which are assumed to lie approximately
in the horizontal plane as shown in Figure 68a. This sketch is illustrative only
in that in actual practice many more grid elements would be used. These grid
elements are then employed to numerically evaluate the linear theory integral
equation which relates the lifting pressure at a given field point to the wing
surface shade in the region of influence of that field point. The overall force
coefficients for the camber surface at its input incidence are obtained by inte-
grating the computed pressure distribution over the wing surface. This solution
is combined using a suDerposition technique with a flat-wing solution per unit
angle of attack• The nacelle-wing interference effects are computed as described
below and incorporated into the wing drag polar.
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Nacelle interference effects.- Nacelle-wing interference effects have been
determined using the method outlines in reference 21. The program uses modified
linearized theory to compute the loads imposed on a warped wing surface by
nacelles located either above or below the wing. A typical nacelle-wing arrange-
ment is shown in Figure 68b where the shaded areas represent the interference
regions. A fundamental restriction of the program requires that the region of
interference from the nacelle not extend forward of the wing leading edge or
outward of the wing tip. In such cases, the disturbance field can spill over
onto the upper (or lower) wing surface so that the field point pressure is
influenced by both the camber surface and the nacelle. The interference loads
cannot be determined using this method when these conditions exist. This
difficulty has been overcome through recent unpublsihed NASA/LRC modifications
to the basic method described above. This revised technique generates and uses
an upwash field in conjunction with a wing camber surface force analysis scheme
to compute the interference loads. This revised method is apDlicable to the
lower supersonic Mach numbers at which the original approach could not be user1.
Validation Of Analysis Methods
The analytical approach to the SSXJET analyses presented herein was originally
chosen because of a lack of supersonic experimental data for the Douglas AST
concept on which the SSXJET series is based. Such data has recently been pub-
lished, however, and thus it is possible to further validate the SSXJET
analysis methods through correlation of analytical and experimental results
for the Douglas transport model. Both wing-body and wing-body-nacelle cases
have been chosen and are discussed below.
Model description.- The wind tunnel model analyzed is a .015 scale representa-
tion of the Douglas Mach 2.2 AST concept and is fully detailed in reference 4.
A photograph of the model in the 9 x 7 tunnel at the NASA/Ames Research Center
is shown in Figure 69. The particular components involved in the analysis are
defined as follows:
B1 Fuselage for the McDonnell-Douglas D-3230-2.2-5E super-
sonic cruise aircraft configuration. The model fuselage
is accurately scaled forward of the full scale station
2450 inches and is distorted aft of that to accommodate
the sting.
W2 - Baseline wing for the Douglas concept with the camber
surface optimized with a pitching moment constraint
designed to give minimum drag due to lift for the trimmed
configuration.
The wing-body (BIW2X 2 + Tbl 6"4) and wing-body-nacelle (BIW2X2N2dlcdlD + Tbl 6"4)
configurations are subjects of the present investigation.
4O
Analysis and ;'esults.- The analytical methodspreviously described have been
used to e_tim_te the model aerodynamic characteristics fo_' Math numbersof 1.6,]..8_ 2.0, and 2.2. l.ift analysis has been conducted for the twisted and cam-
bered _ing alone with a constant lift displacement added equal to the nacelle
normal force load on the wing as calculated using the n_ce",le interference prc.-
gram. The total drag is assumed to consist of skin friction, wave drag, and
drag due to lift. Note again that nacelle effects on che _,.ring drag due to lift
are included directly in the method, and that no roughness has been included.
Lifting characteristics for the Douglas model are summarized in Figure 70. Tiie
agreement between theory and experiment is very good aithoug_ the lift is
slightly underestimated. This disagreement is probably due in part to t.i_e
lifting and interference effects of the fuselage which have not beer, included
in the analysis.
Drag polar correlations are presented in Figures 71 and 72 for the win!_-.body
an_ wing-body-nacelle configurations, respectively. The agreement between theory
an_ the tunnel data for the minimum drag point is good as is the total drag at.
the lower positive lift coefficients. At the higher lift coefficients, hog,ever,
the predicted drag-due-to-lift factor results in relatively significant differ-
ences between the measured and predicted drag data for most Mad. n_mber's. This
fact is reflected in the L/Dcurves presented in Figure 73 which indicate excel-
lent agreement with the data for lift coefficients in the usual range of inter-
est (0. to .i0), but which disagree near the (L/D)MA X point. The variation of
(L/D)MA X with Mach number is shown in Figure 74. The predicted (L/D)MA X values
agree fairly well with the measured values although the slope of the theoretical
data for the wing-body case is incorrect. It should be noted that these results
are for a configuration which is slender in the classical sense and for which
the linear theory is well suited. The SSXJET configurations are all less slender
and thus some degradation in the accuracy of the predictions is to be expected.
The methods presented above provide reasonably accurate estimates of the aero-
dynamic characteristics of the major components of this slender transport model
for the Mach number-lift coefficient values of usual interest. Good estimates
of the configuration supersonic performance may be obtained quickly and with
very reasonable expenditure of computer effort using these methods.
Configuration Analysis
Five variations of the SSXJET concept have been consistently analyzed from the
supersonic aerodynamic standpoint. In all cases the analytical techniques pre-
viously described have been used for development of the lift and drag charac-
teristics. Inclusion of additional drag components are noted as required.
SSXJET.- The overall lifting characteristics of the SSXJET are summarized in
Figure 75. Both lift-curve slope and lift-angle of attack data are presented.
The lifting efficiency of the wing as expressed by the lift-curve slope decreases
by approximately one-third as the Mach number is increased from 1.1 to 2.2.
Typical operating conditions at Mach numbers of 1.2, 1.8, and 2.2 (start cruise)
are also indicated in the figure.
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Preliminary design considerations for the SSXJETdictated a fuselage length of
31.89 m (I03 feet) with a series of minimumarea stations in both the cockpit
and passenger compartmentas shownin Figure 76. These minimumarea Doints
were restrained in the wavedrag optimization routines and two iterations per-
formed to define a fuselage giving minimumconfiguration wave drag at Mach2.2.
The resulting fuselage area distributions are shownin Figure 76 along with the
arbitrary initial shape. The final fuselage shape results in a configuration wave
drag coefficient which is converged to within approximately one drag count of the
succeeding iteration. Note also that the minimumarea requirements have been
fully satisfied. This optimumfuselage has been employed in the wavedrag
analysis of the SSXJET. A typical Mach2.2 equivalent area distribution plot
developed in conjunction with the analysis is shownin Figure 77. Both the
total area and the contribution of the various configuration componentsare
shown. The computedSSXJETwavedrag characteristics are presented in Figure
78 as a function of Machnumber. The cruise wave drag coefficient is .00467.
Note that, although the configuration has been optimized for Mach2.20, the
SSXJETgeometry as seen by the area rule and linear theory results in a relative
minimumnear Mach1.80. The increase in wave drag at the design point probably
indicates violation of the "smooth" slender body and linearized theory assumptions
which are fundamental to the wavedrag method. Further commentsregarding un-
certainties in the wave drag analysis may be found later and in the discussion
of the SSXJET II concept,
Another interesting aspect of the wave drag analysis using the far-field program
concerns convergence of the solution at a given Mach number. Both the number of
aircraft roll angles (Ng) at which the discrete equivalent body wave drag values
are computed and the number of Mach cutting planes used in the area developments
must be specified when the analysis is conducted. The dependence of the solution
on the value of N8 has been found to be relatively insignificant for values of
N8 = 16 or more. As shown in Figure 79, however, the number of cutting planes
specified can introduce additional uncertainties into the analysis. As the
number of cutting planes is increased to the program limit of NX : 100, the
wave drag continues to increase. A converged solution is not obtained, however,
and it becomes necessary to adopt the approach indicated in the lower portion
of the figure. Here the computed wave drag coefficients have been plotted versus
the inverse of the number of cutting planes employed. The curve is then extra-
polated as shown to obtain the solution for NX becoming very large. This pro-
cedure should be followed for all pertinent Mach numbers to obtain the theoreti-
cally converged results. This convergence study was conducted subsequent to the
studies of the various SSXJET configurations which were analyzed with NX = 50.
The results for the SSXJET indicate a wave drag uncertainty at Mach 2.2 of
approximately .0004 which amounts to less than 3 percent of the total SSXJET
drag at cruise.
A configuration wetted area summary is presented in Table VII while the variation
of skin friction drag with Mach number is shown in Figure 78. Note that the
friction drag coefficient increases .00035 during constant lift coefficient
cruise as the altitude increases.
A roughness drag penalty has been estimated using data previously developed in
reference 12. The ratio of roughness drag to skin friction drag has been
assumed to vary linearly between the values given in reference 12 at Mach
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numberso!: I._i ar,c'.2.7. These i;',terpo]ated ratios of roughness to frlciion
drag have bee_'_ used i_ coi_junctior, with the skin frictioi_ v-a]ues discussed
at, ove to estii_ate tlie SSXJET roughness drag at the required Yiach number.-:. The
resu_t.s are r,resenteJ in Figure 78.
Camber dr_q as uomp,.Ited by the wing analysis pror_'ram is also Drc.qenter:' in
gig!.:re 7C,.
br'.ag increm_.nts due to propulsion bleed and air conditioning have been esti_#ated
using d_ta from reference 12. These previous data h_ve been corrected t{) account
for the ._-,,.JET_"_..i:glne" airflow, a reduction from the four engines, to, two, and the
reference area change to 89.65 m2 (9_5 ft2). Note that _n tl,is analysis the
airflow ratio correction has been applied to the _.ir conditioning d_'ag incren_nt
_:o obtai_l a more realistic estimate of the penalty, Figure 8[! presents the
results of this tnalyzis.
The Dougla_ win£_ (W2 of reference 4.) which has been incorporated into the SSXJET
concept has been designed to be self-tr_mming at Mash 2.2 for a ce_ter-of-grav_ty
location at 53 percent of the mean chord and at a lift coefficient of 0.10.
Insofar as these conditions approximate those for the SSXJET durir_g cruise, the
horizontal tail has been assumed to be oriented tc the local flow such tha_. zero-
iift is maintained on the tail with the wing at zero pitching moment. This
assumption has been applied to all supersonic Mach numbers, and thus nc drag--
due-to-lift penalty associated with the horizontal tail has been assessed. How-
ever, this assumption is good over a limited Mach number range and requires more
study. Note that skin friction, roughness, and wave drag increments due to
t.he ta_1 have been included.
Selected drag polars developed through the analysis above are represented in
Figure 81. Typical operating conditions at these Mash numbers are also indi-
cated in the figure. The (L/D)MA X variation with Mach number is sllown in
Figure 82 where at the cruise. Mach number, the (L/D)MA X potential decreases
from 7.05 at start cruise to 6.93 at end cruise. As noted, the actual start
cruise L/D is considerably lower than the maximum achievable performance. This
disparity occurs because the wing size is dictated by considerations of landing
and takeoff performance which results in an effectively oversized wing at cruise.
The aircraft thus cruises at a CL less than that required for (L/D)M& X. Detailed
resizing of wing and engine could provide substantial performance improvements.
SSXJET I.- The SSXJET I configuration has been derived from the SSXJET analyzed
above by moving the nacelles to an underwing location. With the exception of
the nacelle interference load computations, the methods used to determine the
SSXJET I characteristics parallel those previously described.
A sensitivity study has been conducted to determine the effect of nacelle under-
wing location on the high-speed performance. As shown in Figure 83, six cases
have been considered. The first three are for constant semispan location with
varying chordwise positions while the remaining cases vary the semispan location
at constant longitudinal coordinate. In all cases, the nacelle vertical location
has been slightly adjusted to maintain the nacelle maximum diameter tangent to
the wing trailing edge. Data defining these cases are summarized below:
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Case Y/b/2 X/c, %
I .30 51.
2 .30 60.
3 .30 69.
4. .4O 61.
5 .50 47.
6 .20 74.
Results of this analysis are presented in Figure 84. Although Cases I and 2
could be eliminated from consideration due to their inferior (L/D)MAX perfor-
mance, the choice of nacelle location from an aerodynamic viewpoint is not
obvious. Since the Mach2.2 (L/D)MAX values are nearly equal, the aerodynamic
performance at the below cruise Machnumbersbecomesthe primary concern. In-
board relocation of the nacelles results in improved (L/D)MAX performance for
lower Machnumbers, but this trend does not continue throughout the Machnumber
range of interest. Since the (L/D)MAX curves cross each other at various points
the configuration does not appear to be overly sensitive to nacelle location
and thus other parameters such as trailing-edge flap geometry or wing structural
weight can be considered in the choice of nacelle location without serious de-
gradations in the high-speed aerodynamic performance. Rangeassessmentsfor
these various cases have indicated less than a 3 percent spread in the results,
and thusCase I has been selected as the SSXJETI baseline nacelle location.
The reader should be cautioned that the large difference betweenL/D operating
and L/DMAX was important to this result. Opportunity exists to significantly
improve the cruise wing-engine match which would alter the optimumenqine loca-
tion. Although its aerodynamic performance is somewhatinferior to other cases,
this nacelle location offers a reasonable compromisefor both aerodynamic and
structural constraints. The lift and drag characteristics for this configuration
are summarizedin Figure 85 for selected Machnumbers.
Typical operating points for the selected SSXJETI configuration have been in-
dicated in both Figures 84 and 85. A wetted area summaryhas been included in
Table VII.
SSXJET II.- The SSXJET II is a blended wing-body concept configured for either
side-by-side or tandem cockpit seating. Exact numerical models of these two
concepts have been prepared and used in the analyses.
Significant difficulty was encountered in the wave drag analysis of the side-
by-side cockpit version of the SSXJET II. As shown in Figure 86, the predicted
wave drag variation with Mach number for the exact digital geometry definition
exhibits rather erratic behavior for Mach numbers above 1.6. Modifying the
fuselage geometry to an equivalent circle representation further aggravates the
problem. The difficulty here is related to the rate of area growth in the fore-
body as well as the magnitude of the local body slopes. The basic assumptions
to the linear theory employed in the wave drag method are violated and the
resulting drag values are probably not accurate.
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Relaxin[i the forebody camber for the side-by-side-cockpit cc:ncept results in a
more realistic" wave drag curve as sho_,,'n, a_d these values have _een inc!uded in
the polar development,
The problems discussed above were not encountered for the SSXJET II with the
tandem cockpit arrangement. The more slender forebody shape included for this
pilot arrangement has resulted in area distributions more conducive: to a_alysis
using the slender body theory. The wave drag variation with Mach number for
tLis configuration is also included in Figure 86.
These have drag problems have been encountered primarily in the analysis of / the
SSXJEI II side-by-side concept although all of the configurations analyzed show
indications of Dossible theory violations at the higher Mach numbers. These
uncertainties in the wave drag analysis are significant in some cases (i.e.,
the SSXJET If), and point to the necessity of both fully understanding the
limitations of the analysis methods and the need for supersonic test data to
verify the analysis methods and provide the baseline drag levels of the configu-
rations.
Wetted area data for both SSXJET II concepts are included in Table VII. The
manner in which the wing-fuselage blending has been numerically modeled requires
that the wing and fuselage wetted areas be added if a comparison of wetted areas
is to be made with the other configurations.
Overall lift, drag, and lift-to-drag ratio performance for the two SSXJET II
concepts are summarized in Figures 87 and 88. Note that the lifting character-
istics of the two configurations are assumed to be the same. Typical operating
points are also indicated in the figures.
SSXJET III.- The SSXJET III concept has increased wing area and fuselage length
relative to the concepts discussed above and employs a two-dimensional inlet
system located beneath the wing (see configuration assessment for rationale).
This inlet system has been modeled as an equivalent area circular nacelle
located at an "average" vertical position. No attempt has been made to account
for the camber associated with the "S" shape of the actual inlet. It is felt
that this representation provides reasonably correct distributions of both area
and volume for the drag analysis.
Drag values have been estimated using the methods previously discussed although
the use of the GE21/JII-BIO engine results in a revised total additive propul-
sion drag as shown in Figure 89. Also, note that an additional drag increment
to account for such miscellaneous items as inlet-fuselage interference, locally
separated flow, the small fuselage ventral, etc. has been calculated as 5 per-
cent of the skin friction drag.
Wetted areas for the SSXJET Ill are included in Table VII while the lift and
drag characteristics are summarized in Figures 90 and 91. Typical operating
points are as indicated.
The begin cruise (L/D)MA X of 7.0 compares favorably with similar results for
the other configurations presented above. As with the other configurations,
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however, the actual start cruise L/D is considerably below the maximum
performance level.
"First Cut" Sonic BoomEstimation for the SSXJET
The "first cut" prediction method of reference 25 has been used to compute the
sonic boomoverpressures generated by the SSXJETconcept for Machnumbers1.2
through cruise. This prediction technique is illustrated in Figure 92 which
has been taken from reference 25. Weights at altitude typical of the SSXJET
have been used along with the Machnumber-altitude schedule commonto all of
the SSXJETseries aircraft. An "average" shape factor has been used for the
SSXJETas indicated in Figure 92.
Results of this analysis are presented in Figure 93. The relatively high weight
and low altitude at the lower supersonic Machnumbersresult in overpressure
levels on the order of 86.2 N/m2 (1.8 Ibs/ft2). This level steadily decreases
and is about 52.7 N/m2 (1.121bs/ft2) at start cruise. An end cruise value of
about 38.3 N/mz (0.8 Ibs/ft ) is indicated. As pointed out i_ reference 26,
sonic boomoverpressures on the order of 47.9 N/mz (1.0 Ib/ft ) probably repre-
sent the maximumboomlevel which would be acceptable to the general public.
It should be noted that the values computedfor the SSXJETrepresent the peak
overpressure and do not address the associated lateral decay and cutoff distance
associated with the sonic boom. This analysis for the SSXJET indicates that
the potential for overland flight exists for aircraft of this class, but further
optimization and boom minimization (through nose blunting, for example) of the
configurations will be required.
Summary
Supersonic lift and drag characteristics for the various SSXJET configurations
have been derived using a series of analytical techniques. The validity of the
approach has been demonstrated through correlation of theory and experiment for
the ,015 scale Douglas AST configuration on which the SSXJET series is based.
Analyses of the various SSXJET concepts has indicated some uncertainties in the
computed wave drag values due to the lower fineness ratios of these configurations.
In some cases it appears that the slender body theory fundamental to the wave
drag analysis has been violated and the uncertainties are large. Resolution
of these problems will require high-speed wind tunnel data for configurations
more similar in fineness ratio to the SSXJET series than is the Douglas transport.
Sonic boom analysis for the SSXJET h_s indicated supersonic cruise overpressures
on the order of 47.9 N/m 2 (I.0 Ib/ftL). Although no detailed analyses of the
pressure signature shapes and magnitudes have been conducted for the various
SSXJET concepts, it is felt that the results presented for the SSXJET provide a
reasonable estimate of the overpressure levels to be expected. Further optimi-
zation of the configuration for sonic boom minimization could result in a
vehicle with boom levels acceptable for overland flight.
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MISSIONANALYSIS
The object of Mission Analysis is to evaluate the mission performance charac-
teristics of a particular aircraft configuration and determine whether it attains,
exceeds, or falls short of the design mission go_Is. Since the overall design
objective is to optimize an aircraft configuration, to bring together the pro-
per combination of aerodynamics, airframe, and power plant configured to the
mir:imum size that will achieve, but not exceed the mission _oal, mission evalu-
ation plays a significant role in the sizing and configuration selectio_ pro-
ces_ during aircraft design.
The design mission goal for the SSXJET aircraft was defined as a range of
5926 km (3200 n. mi.) at a cruise speed of Mach 2.2 with a _ayload of 726 kg
(1600 Ibm) representing eight passengers with baggage.
Methods and Criteria
A NASA developed Long-Range-Cruise Mission program (unpublished) was used in
the mission performance evaluations. Aerodynamic, propulsion, and weight data
required as input for the mission program were developed. The input furnished
by aerodynamics consists of drag coefficients and lift coefficients for each of
a series of Mach numbers. The power plant input consists of an engine data
package which contains gross thrust, fuel flow, and ram drag data at climb and
cruise power for various altitudes and Mach numbers. Design gross weight (DGW),
operating weight (OW), and payload are the mass property data required. Detailed
information regarding these data can be found in each of the respective sections.
After the aerodynamic, propulsion, weight, and fuel data have been establiShed
for use as input, an unpublished NASA/LaRC mission proqram is used to perform the
mission analysis based on the followinq input data and criteria.
input
o Aircraft gross weight
o Aircraft operating weight
o Payload
o Aerodynamic drag polars
o Engine performance
Criteria:
Under the mission criteria established for this study, the design
mission goal for the SSXJET aircraft is defined as follows: aircraft must have
the capability of flying 5926 km (3200 n. mi.) at a cruise speed of Mach 2.2
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while carrying a payload 726 kg (1600 Ibm) consisting of eight passengers and
their baggageand have sufficient fuel allowances to provide the following off-
nominal operation capabilities.
o 482 km (260 n. mi.) to alternate airport to be flown at best
altitude and Machnumber.
o 30 minutes in holding pattern at 4572 m (15000 ft) altitude.
o Allowance for headwinds and off-nominal operation equal to 7 percent
of trip fuel.
o Missed approach - no allowance.
Theseoff-nominal operation capabilities are based on fuel reserves established
by FAR121.648 modified for holding altitude. Current FARreserve fuel regula-
tions 9overnin_ international flight include a requirement for 30 minutes at
457 m (1500 ft). During SCARstudies it was found that for supersonic aircraft,
which are designed to operate efficiently at higher speeds and altitudes, in-
creasing the hold altitude to 4572 m (15000 ft) would result in about a one
percent range improvementand significantly improve noise. This is the basis
for the hold altitude modification which is used in this study.
The foregoing criteria establish the mission profile on which basis the mission
performance analysis is based. Mission profiles for each of the SSXJETaircraft
evaluation appear in Figures 94 through 98.
During the engine and aircraft sizing studies, engine thrust to weight ratios
(t/w) ranging from .35 to .55 were evaluated. With the exception of noise
criteria, the major parameters affecting power plant sizing are as follows:
o Takeoff field length
o Safety rules during takeoff which include balanced field length and
maintaining a specified minimumrate of climb with one engine inoperative.
o Climb ceiling resulting from inadequate thrust which would prevent the
aircraft from reaching optimum cruise altitude.
o AdeQuateacceleration power to attain desired cruise speed, particularly
through high drag transonic region.
o Cruise efficiency, lowest fuel consumption.
o Determination of engine performance due to above normal ambient tempera-
tures, high power extraction to operate accessory systems or airbleed for special
features such as surface blowing or boundary layer control.
o Safety regulations during landing and approach climb capability with one
inoperative engine.
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The performance of SSXJET,SSXJEI"I, and SSXJETII series are based on use of
sc_led advanced dry turbojet engines operated at standard +8oc day temperature
condition_. Aircraft and engine sizing are based on hot day operating condi-
tions. SSXJET Ill performance is based on use of GE21/J11-BI0 variable cycle
operating at standard da,y conditions.
The program analyze_ each segment of the selected mission profile and provides
en-route details such as required fuel, thrust: altitude, speed, and time for
each segment. These data, along with other pertinent aerodynamic, weight, and
propulsion parameters, are a)l recorJeJ on a computer printout and are avaiiabie
fo_ investiqation at any discrete point e,lenq the mission. Tl]e mission profile
used in this study is composed of the fol!owi_Ig segments:
]. Takeoff fuel allowance consisting of ten minutes taxi (idle power
setting) plus .one minute at full takeoff thrust with no credit for distance.
2. Climb and accelerate in accordance with the Mach-altitude climb
schedule shown in Figure 99. The program automatically determines optimum
cruise altitude for maximum range unless thrust available is inadequate to
reach that altitude, and a climb ceiling is established.
3. Cruise begins at either optimum altitude or climb ceiling, lhe
program determines the Brequet range factor, V/SFC L/D, for begin and end
cruise, and determines an average wange factor value which is applied over the
entire cruise range.
4. Descent is not calculated by the program; however, previously deter-
mined values for descent distance, time, and fuel are used as input. A descent
range of 370 km (200 n. mi.) and a descent time of 20 minutes were selected for
use in this analysis. The fuel estimate was based on 20 minutes of fuel flow
at idle power at the average descent altitude and speed.
Results of the mission performance evaluation are summarized in Tables VIII
through XII.
Off-Design Operation
Since it is not possible to operate a supersonic aircraft at cruise speeds for
all missions, particularly overland, the aircraft was evaluated for subsonic
range performance. Although no mixed cruise missions were investigated,
missions with all subsonic cruise segments were evaluated to determine range.
A transcontinental flight, New York to San Francisco, at Mach .95 is feasible,
and it was determined that the SSXJET has a subsonic range adequate to fly this
range at maximum payload. A hypothetical mission could be te fly from San
Francisco to New York subsonic at Mach .95, refuel and continue from New York
to London or Paris at supersonic cruise at Mach 2.2 (Figure 100). A supersonic
cruise mission between a city-pair, (Los Angeles to Honolulu) having a range of
4074 km (2200 n. mi.) which is less than the SSXJET long-range cruise capability,
but so located as to make possible an all supersonic (Mach 2.2) cruise leg.
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An all supersonic cruise mission between the city-pair of LosAngeles-Honolulu
was investigated to determine the gross takeoff weight required to fly the
4074 km (2200 n. mi.) range. The takeoff gross weight for the SSXJETis deter-
mined to be 30209 kg (66600 Ibm).
PerformanceSensitivity
Recent technological advances have madeavailable a unique newtitanium
material processing and construction technique called superplastic forming and
diffusion bonding (SPF/DB), reference 34, which yields promising airframe
weight savings through increased structural efficiency. This process is
described in more detail in the MassProperties section of this report. A
I0 percent reduction in operating weight (OW)could be achieved if SPF/DB
were used resulting in a 9 percent increase in range. The effects of changes
in operating weight on range for constant gross weight and payload are dis-
played in the RangeSensitivity Diagram, Figure 101.
The effects on range were also investigated and found to be 37 km (20 n. mi.)
per count of drag. The change in drag versus range curve is also displayed
in Figure 101. The uncertainty in calculated wave drag can result in a range
variation of up to 741 km (400 n. mi.).
TAKEOFFPERFORMANCE
This section presents the predicted takeoff Performance characteristics for
both a SSXJETpoweredby two advancedturbojet engines and a SSXJETIII
powered by two GE21/JII-BIO double bypass turbofan engines. The SSXJEThas
a gross take-off weiqht of 35,720 kg (78,750 Ibm) and a wing reference area
of 89.65 mZ (965 ft2_. The SSXJEThas a nominal installed T/H of 0.39
on a standard day corresponding to an installed SLTOthrust of 67,577N(15192 Ibf) per engine. The gross takeoff weight of the SSXJETIII is
36,031 kg (79,545 Ibm) and the wing reference area is 105.0 sq.m. (1130 sq.ft.).
The SSXJETIII has a nominal installed T/Wof 0.51 on a standard day which
corresponds to a SLTOthrust of 90,210 N (20,280 Ibf) per engine.
For supersonic transport configurations, there are no existing takeoff
performance rules; however, the subsonic transport take-off requirements set
forth in FAR25 (reference 32) were used as a guide. Becauseof the high
lift-off velocities of supersonic arrow-wing transport configurations, the
velocity and climb out requirements set forth in FAR25 (reference 32) are not
the limiting criteria in sizing the engines for take-off. All take-off field
length analyses of supersonic transport configurations are conducted on a
standard +8oc day rather than standard day. The installed engine thrust level
of the SSXJETis decreased from the nominal value of 67,577 N (15,192 Ibf) to
64,279 N (14,540 Ibf) per engine. Similarly the installed engine thrust of
the SSXJETIII is reduced from the nominal value of 90,210 N (20,280 Ibf) to
86,416 N (19,427 Ibf) per engine.
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TAKEOFFANALYSISMETHODOLOGY
The takeoff method used in this study predicts the aircraft takeoff profile
from the start of takeoff roll, through lift-off and through climb out to a
specified altitude. The methodhas been programmedand is described in
reference 33. Figure 102 shows the significant parameters required to define
a takeoff profile for an arrow-wing supersonic transport configuration. The
first segment shown in figure 102 is the total takeoff distance obtained by
accelerating the aircraft from the start of takeoff roll to a predetermined
rotation velocity, at which time the airplane is allowed to increase its
angle of attack at a specified pitch rate. The airplane continues to accel-
erate and rotate until the lift-off point is reached as shown on figure 102.
After lift-off, the aircraft continues to accelerate and rotate tea ma×imum
allowable angle of attack and climbs to clear a 10.7 m (35 ft.) obstacle. The
all engine takeoff field length in accordance with FAR 25 (ref. 32) is the
distance from the start of takeoff roll or brake release t_ the 10.7 m (35 ft.)
obstacle as shown in figure 102. The reference 33 takeoff program requires
the all engine takeoff field length to be input and iterates on the rotation
velocity to obtain the desired result. Also, the program provides a minimum
all engine takeoff field length for a particular aircraft configuration. From
the obstacle, the aircraft follows an adjusted climb gradient to reach a climb
out point defined by an altitude and a downrange distance from start of takeoff
roll as shown on figure 102. At the start of climb out the aircraft angle of
attack is gradually reduced until the desired climb gradient is obtained. Also,
during this segment of climb out, the aircraft acceleration rate must be
positive. Because of the high lift-off velocities of supersonic arrow-wing
transport configurations, the velocity and climb out requirements are not the
limiting criteria in sizing the engines. At this defined climb out point, the
wing trailing-edge flaps are partially retracted to a lower angle and the engine
power is reduced to that power setting required for level flight with one engine
out. After cutback, the aircraft climb gradient and velocity are maintained
constant for the remainder of takeoff as shown on figure 102.
To compute the takeoff profile, the aircraft low-speed aerodynamic charac-
teristics and the engine low-speed performance characteristics are required.
The necessary low-speed aerodynamic characteristics include the variation of
lift coefficient and drag coefficient with angle of attack at each wing
trailing-edge flap setting for out-of-ground effect. For the aircraft near
the ground the lift coefficient and drag coefficient are modified using
DeYoung's arrow-wing ground effect equations from reference 12 and are shown
in the low-speed aerodynamics section. These equations require pertinent
aircraft data such as the wing area, wing aspect ratio, the gear height, the
gear drag, and the angle of attack while on the ground.
The engine thrust characteristics are also required to compute the takeoff.
The variation of net thrust with altitude and forward velocity must be defined
for full power on a hot day (standard 80 C day) to determine the minimum
engine size to meet the prescribed takeoff field length from the start of
takeoff roll to the 10.7 m (35 ft.) obstacle. In accordance with FAR 25
(ref. 32), the all engine takeoff field length must be increased
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15 percent to define the balanced field length, which is the actual minimum
runway length required for safety. Thus, for the SSXJETand the SSXJETIII,
where the defined balanced field length is 1931 m (6500 ft), the all engine
takeoff length is 1723 m (5652 ft).
TAKEOFFIELD LENGTHFORSSXJETANDSSXJETIII
The SSXJETis poweredby two advanced turbojet engines which have an installed
SLTOthrust of 64279N (14540 Ibf) per engine on a standard +8°C day. The
leading-edge flaps of the SSXJETL1 and L2 were set at 0.523 radians (30o)
and 0.785 radians (45o), respectively, and the outboard aileron T3 was set
at 0.087 radians (5o). These flap settings were maintained constant for all
takeoffs of both the SSXJETand SSXJETIII. The wing trailing-edge flaps T1
and T2 were set at 0.349 radians (20o), 0.436 radians (25o), and 0.523 radians(30o) for the SSXJETand both the all engine takeoff field length (distance
from start of takeoff roll to clear a 10.7 m (35 ft) obstacle and the balanced
field length were computedfor the standard +8°C day using the takeoff method
previously described. The results are listed below:
SSXJETFIELDLENGTHS
WingTrailing-Edge
Flap Angle
0.349 radians (20° )
0.436 radians (25o)
0.523 radians (30°)
All Engine Takeoff
Field Length
1859 m (6100 ft)
1753 m (5750 ft)
1658 m (5440 ft)
Balanced
Field Length
2138 m (7015 ft)
2015 m (6612 ft)
1907 m (6256 ft)
Fromthe above table it was determined that for the SSXJETto meet the
balanced field length requirement at 1981 m (6500 ft), the wing trailing-edge
flap angles must be set greater than 0.463 radians (26.5o).
The SSXJETIII is poweredby two GE21/JII-BIO double bypass turbofan engines
which have an installed SLTOthrust of 86416 N (19427 Ibf) per engine on a
standard +8°C day for the GE21/JII-BIO engines, the actual all engine takeoff
field length and the balanced field length cannot be ascertained for the SSXJET
III. However, the installed T/W ratio of the SSXJETIII is 32 percent greater
than the installed T/Wof the SSXJETand the wing loading is 14 percent less
than the wing loading of the SSXJET. Therefore, the all engine takeoff field
length and the balanced field length of the SSXJETI!I will be considerably
less than the SSXJET.
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Summary
The advanced turbojet poweredSSXJETdoes meet the balanced field length
requirement of 1931 m (6500 ft.) with the wing trailing-edge flaps set at
angles equal to or greater than 0.463 radians (26.5°).
The GE21/JII-B!O double bypass turbofan powered SSXJETIII has considerably
more available ti_rust than the turbojet powered SSXJETand, therefore, meets
the balanced field length requirement of 1981 m (6500 ft.).
NOISEPREDICTION
Ti!is section presents the predicted takeoff noise levels for the SSXJETand
the SSX,]ET111 as well as a discussion of the FAR36 (ref. 29) noise rules and
the noise prediction methodology.
For supersonic transport aircraft configurations, jet exhaust takeoff noise
levels are a severe problem as evidenced by the Concorde. The jet exhaust
noise level is mainly dependent on the jet exhaust gas velocity. Thus to
reduce the noise levels, it is desirable to reduce the jet exhaust velocity,
'which in turn reduces engine thrust. The thrust loss, however, can becompen-
compensatedfor by oversizing the engines. Recently, both Pratt and
Whitney (ref. 27) and General Electric (ref. 28) have conducted tests
under contracts with NASA/LewisResearch Center to evaluate noise
reductions of an inverted flow turbofan engine, where the outside flow has
a higher velocity than the inside or core flow. The test results with
these coannular jets have showngains up to I0.0 dB relative to single jets
with only the high velocity flow. Thus, for the SSXJETIII which uses the
double bypass turbofan GE21/JIIBIO engines with the inverted exhaust jet
profile, there are predicted takeoff noise levels with no coannular noise
benefits and predicted noise levels using this coannular noise benefit.
Significant performance improvement is available through application of more
recent supersonic cruise technology advancements. Advancedtitanium fabrica-
tion methods (superplastic forming/diffusion bonding) and application of high
temperature composite materials could significantly reduce structural weight
and initial cost. A higher compressor pressure ratio turbojet engine sized
with a retractable mechanical suppressor should be studied. A parametric
sizing study is required to understand the trades between performance, noise,
and field length. Finally, advanced takeoff and landing procedures (automatic
flap retraction, autothrottling, acceleration in climbout, decelerating
approach) could significantly reduce noise beyond the values estimated herein.
There are currently no existing noise rules for supersonic transport configu-
rations, however, the FAR 36 rules will be used as a guide for evaluation of
the SSXJET and SSXJET III noise levels. The initial FAR 36 rules were set in
1969 and define maximum allowable aircraft noise levels in terms of effective
noise level (EPNL) which is a time average history of the perceived noise
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level at the observer station. Per FAR 36 (reference 29), the take-off noise
levels are measured at two stations. The first is along the runway centerline
at 6486 m (3.5 n.mi.) from the start of take-off roll and the second is along
a sideline 463 m (0.25 n.mi.) from the centerline, where the noise level after
liftoff is greatest. Figure 103 shows the location of the prescribed measure-
ment stations.
For take-off noise analyses, the engine thrust data is required at full power
and at part power on a standard +lOOC day per FAR 36 (ref. 29) rather than
standard +8oc day required for engine sizing and take-off field length eval-
uation. For the SSXJET and the SSXJET III, the all-engine take-off field
length was set at 1981 m (6500 ft.). If a safety problem does develop during
take-off, the engine power levels can always be increased to full throttle
and the noise rules can be disregarded. To evaluate the jet noise character-
istics for a particular take-off, the jet exhaust flow properties must be
defined, including area, mass flow, velocity, and temperature. These values
are required at several flight conditions along the take-off path. The flight
conditions include aircraft altitudes, velocity, and engine thrust level.
It should be noted that the amount of take-off data supplied by the engine
manufacturers is very limited, usually three or four points, so that consider-
able extrapolation is required to obtain the necessary information. The
propulsion section presents the take-off propulsion data required.
Noise Requirements
For supersonic transport configurations, there are currently no existing noise
rules; however, the subsonic aircraft noise rules of FAR 36 (ref. 29) will
definitely serve as a guideline for supersonic transport aircraft. The initial
FAR 36 rules were set in 1969 and define maximum allowable aircraft noise
levels in terms of effective perceived noise level (EPNL) as presented in the
noise prediction methodology. Figure 103 shows the location of the prescribed
measurement stations. Per the 1969 version of FAR 36 rules (ref. 29), the
maximum allowable noise limit is dependent on the gross take-off weight of the
airplane as shown in figures 104 and 105. Also, per the 1969 version of FAR
36, the engine power was allowed to be cutback at altitudes greater than 700
feet. The amount of cutback is defined as that power required to maintain
level flight with one engine out. For a four-engine aircraft, the amount of
cutback power can be considerably less than for a two-engine aircraft such as
the SSXJET.
In 1977, FAA modified FAR 36 by reducing the maximum allowable noise limits.
In addition, thrust cutback from the initial power setting was disallowed.
However, for supersonic transport configurations of arrow wing design, it has
been maintained that thrust cutback is reasonable and in addition, the config-
uration has been allowed to change by partial retraction of the wing trailing
edge flaps at the cutback point. Per the 1977 version of FAR 36, the maximum
allowable noise limits are not only dependent on aircraft gross take-off
weight, but also on the number of engines. The allowable noise limits for a
two-engine aircraft like the SSXJET are less than for a four-engine aircraft
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as shownin figures 106 and 107. Thus, the two-engine aircraft is doubly
penalized because it requires higher engine thrust and thus higher exhaust jet
velocities and must meet reduced noise level requirements.
Noise Prediction Methodology
The aircraft observed jet noise levels are dependent on the engine jet exhaust
nozzle flow characteristics, the aircraft velocity, and the aircraf: position
relative to the observer. The engine exhaust flow characteristics include jet
area: mass flow, velocity, and total temperature. In accordance with FAR 36
(ref. 29) all take-off performance characteristics are evaluated o_I _ star:dard
+lOeC day.
The take-off profile was divided into nine segments and the average engine
exhaust flow characteristics, aircraft velocity, and altitude were calculated
separately for each segment. These average properties were then employed to
obtain the variation of engine source noise sound pressure level (SPL) over a
range of frequency and directivity angles at a radius of 45.7 m (150 ft.) from
the center of the exit nozzle plane, using reference 30 (Stone's Interim Pre-
diction Method for Jet Noise (NASA TM X-71618)). It should be noted that Stone
(ref. 30) does not include noise benefits of inverted flow coannular jets
where the outside jet flow has a greater velocity than the center or primary
jet flow.
For an observer located on the ground, at a particular instant in time, there
is a particular directivity angle between the observer and the engine exhaust
jet, and at this directivity angle, the engine exhaust jet source noise SPL's
are computed over the range of frequencies from 50 to I0,000 hz at a distance
of 45.7 m (150 ft.).
The source noise SPL's are extrapolated from the source noise distance to the
observer distance using the FAR 36 (ref. 29) correction techniques. These
include effects of spherical divergence, atmospheric attenuation, extra ground
attenuation, and ground reflection. Spherical divergence is the dissipation
of the sound pressure over a spherical surface area, as the sound wave expands
outward from the source. Atmospheric attenuation is the dissipation of the
sound pressure by the air molecules and varies with air temperature, air
humidity, the frequency level of the noise, and the distance. The higher fre-
quency noise levels are dissipated considerably more than the lower frequency
noise levels. Extra ground attenuation is thought to be due to a combination
of sound wave refraction due to win_ and temperature gradients in the atmos-
phere and dispersion due to the turbulent boundary layer of the earth. The
extra ground attenuation is predicted as a function of the distance, elevation
angle, frequency, and wind direction. Ground reflection is the increase in
observed noise levels near the ground due to the reflection off the ground of
indirect sound waves from the source. Ground reflection is dependent on air-
craft/observer geometry, frequency, ground impedance, ground roughness, and
the wave number ratio (ratio of the speed of sound on the ground to the speed
of sound at altitude). The final consideration in extrapolation of the source
noise to the observer is the multiengine shielding effect. This is the
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dissipation of noise from engines which are partly shielded from the observer
by the engine noise source closest to the observer. The multi-engine shield-
ing depends on the number of engines and the sideline elevation angle.
Thus, at a particular time, the variation of SPL with frequency at the observer
station is computed. These SPL's are then added logarithimically to obtain a
perceived noise level (PNL) at the observer station. As the aircraft travels
along the flight path, both the distance between the aircraft and the observer,
and the directivity angle vary. Thus, corresponding to each time during the
take-off there is an observed perceived noise level (PNL). As the aircraft
approaches the observer location and passes by the observer location, the per-
ceived noise level increases to a maximum level (FNLMAx_ and then as the air-
I
craft travels away from the observer, the PNL decreases again. The effective
perceived noise level is obtained by integrating the PNL's over the time that
the PNL first reaches lO dB below the maximum PNL until the time the PNL last
reaches lO dB less than the maximum PNL. This integrated PNL-time level is
then divided by a time interval of lO seconds to obtain the effective perceived
noise level (EPNL) in accordance with FAR 36 (ref. 29).
Take-Off Flight Profiles for Noise Evaluation
For the noise evaluation study of the SSXJET and the SSXJET Ill, the all
engine take-off field length was set at 1931 m (6500 ft.), and the engine per-
formance characteristics were defined for a standard +lOOC day. The wing
trailing edge flaps of the SSXJET were set at 0.523 radians (300) and the two
advanced turbojet engines were set at a 92 percent power setting which corres-
ponds to a SLTO installed thrust of 58,660 N (13,187 Ibf) per engine on a
standard +lO°C day.
The lift-off distance for the SSXJET is 1568 m (5144 ft.) from start of take-
off roll, and the aircraft velocity at lift-off is 91.4 mps (177.6 kts). The
distance to the 10.7 m (35 ft.) obstacle is 1981 m (6500 ft.) and the aircraft
velocity at the obstacle is 96.7 mps (187.8 kts.). For minimum take-off noise
levels of the SSXJET it was judged that the cutback point be set at an alti-
tude of 529 m (1736 ft.) and the cutback distance from the start of take-off
roll was 5943 m (19,500 ft.). At cutback the aircraft velocity was 117.5 mps
(228.3 kts.) and the climb gradient was 0.133 radians (7.64 degrees). At cut-
back the wing trailing edge flap angles were retracted from 0.523 radians
(30 o ) to 0.349 radians (20 o ) and the engine thrust level was reduced from
55,821N (12,549 Ibf) per engine to 47,307 N (10,635 Ibf) per engine. After
cutback the aircraft acceleration was reduced to zero and the climb angle
increased from 0.133 radians (7.64 o ) to 0.161 radians (9.25 o ) even though the
engines were throttled back. This climb angle increase can partly be attri-
buted to the increased lift to drag ratio obtained by retracting the flaps
from 0.523 radians (30 o ) to 0.349 radians (20°). The low speed aerodynamic
section of this report shows that at low velocities and thus high values of
CL , the 0.523 radians (30 o ) flaps yield higher L/D ratios than obtained with
0.349 radians (20 o ) flaps. However, as the velocity increases, the CL required
to fly decreases, and at the cutback point where the CL is 0.477, the L/D with
0.349 radians (20 o ) flaps is 8.84 as opposed to an L/D of 8.19 obtained with
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0.523 radians (30 o ) flap po_ition, Io meet the takeoff field length require-
ment_ it is necessary to have high v!i_g trailing edge flap settings_ whereas
to minimize the engine power levels at cutback, it is necessary to Feduce the
wing trailing edge flap settings.
The minimum allowable cutback thrust is defined in the 1969 version of FAR 3_i
rules (ref. 29) as that power to maintain level flight with oi_e e:_gine out.
For the two-engine SSXJET. this power setting is considerabIv hicher the_m for
a four-engine aircraft.
The altitude at the 6,48F m (3.5 n.mi.) point is 617.6 m (2026,3 ft.) ant! the
aircraft velocity is I17.5 raps (228,3 kts.). Figure I08 shows the ta,kcoff
profile of the SSXJET used for evaluating the noise characteristics°
ThF SSXJET Ill has a nominal installed thrust oF 86,060 N (19_347 IbF) per
engine on a standard +lO°C day, which corresponds to an installed T/W of 0.4_6
roy the 36,03i kg (79,545 ibm) gross takeoff weight. Like the SSXJET, the
SSXJET IIi has all all engine takeoff field length of 1981 m (6500 ft.) on a
standard +lOOC day and the wing trailing edge flaps were initially set at
0.523 radians (300). The GE21/JlIBlO double bypass turbofan engi_es were
operated at power settings ranging from 63 percent to 75 percent to reduce
the takeoff noise levels. The cutback distance was set at 5944 m (i9,500 ft)
from the start of takeoff roll and the cutback altitude was varied from 244 m
(800 ft.) to 363 M (2250 ft.). From the matrix of cases run: it was deter-
mined that the minimum takeoff noise levels were obtained at an initial take-
off power setting of 75 percent, which corresponds to an installed engine
thrust level of 64,544 N (14,510 Ibf) per engine. The lift-off distance for
the SSXJET Iil is 1594 m (5231 ft.) and the lift-off velocity is 95.7 mps
196.0 kts.). At the I0.7 m (35 ft.) obstacle, the velocity of the SSXJET Ill
is lOl.4 mps (19619 kts.). The takeoff noise levels of the SSXJET III were
minimized at a cutback altitude of 533.4 m (1750 ft.) and the cutback dis-
tance was set at 5944 m (19,500 ft.) from the start of takeoff roll. The
aircraft velocity at cutback was 126.7 mps (246.2 kts.) and the climb angle
was 0.133 radians (7.630). At cutback, the wing trailing edge flaps were
partially retracted from 0.523 radians (30o) to 0.349 radians (200 ) and the
engines were throttled back from 57_208 N (12,861 Ibf) per engine to 39,738 N
(8933 Ibf) per engine. After cutback, the climb angle increased to 0.142
radians (8.12°). At the 6486 m (3.5 n,mi.) point, the altitude is 610.8 m
(2004 ft.) and the aircraft velocity is 126.7 mps (246.2 kts.). Figure 109
shows the takeoff profile of the SSXJET III which minimizes the takeoff noise
levels.
Predicted Jet Exhaust Takeoff Noise Levels
of SSXJET and SSXJET III
For the advanced turbojet powered SSXJET configuration, the jet exhaust
effective preceived noise levels (EPNL's) at the prescribed takeoff measure-
ment station were computed to be I16.3 dB at the centerline measurement
station (measurement point l) and I19.7 dB at the sideline measurement
station (measurement point 2). The noise levels for the 35,720 kg (78,750
Ibm) SSXJET are shown on figures I04 through I07 and tabulated in Table XIII.
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Together with the reference 3 limits, it can be seen from figures 104 and 105
that the SSXJET exceeds the 1969 version of reference 29 rules by 17.6 dB on
the sideline and 23.0 dB on the centerline. Figures I06 and I07 show that it
exceeds the 1977 version of reference 3 rules by 27.3 dB on the centerline and
25.7 dB on the sidelines.
For the GE21/JlIBlO double bypass turbofan powered SSXJET Ill configuration,
the jet exhaust EPNL's at the prescribed take-off measurement stations were
computed to be 97.1 dB on the centerline and I05.9 dB on the sideline with no
coannular suppression effects. Based on study results by Pratt and Whitney
(ref. 27) and General Electric (ref. 28) the amount of coannular suppression
could range from 5.0 dB to lO.O dB. Thus for the SSXJET Ill, the noise level
at the centerline measurement station could be as low as 87.1 dB and the noise
level at the sideline measurement station could be as low as 95.9 dB. The jet
exhaust noise levels with and without coannular suppression for the 36,031 kg
(79,545 Ibm) SSXJET Ill are shown on figures I04 through I07 and tabulated in
Table XIII, together with the reference 29 limits. From Table XIII and figures
I04 through I07, it can be seen that with no coannular suppression effect, the
jet noise levels of the SSXJET Ill exceed both the 1969 version and the 1977
version of reference 29 rules. However, with coannular suppression effects,
the noise levels are below the 1969 version of reference 29 rules and the
centerline noise level is below the 1977 version of reference 29 rules, where-
as the sideline noise level exceeds the reference 29 rules by 1.8 dB.
Predicted Take-Off Airframe Nose Levels
The airframe overall sound pressure levels (OASPL) of the SSXJET and the SSX-
JET III were computed using Fink's equation (equation l) from reference 31.
OASPL = 50 log (V/lO0) + lO log (s/h2) + I00.3 (1)
On the runway centerline at the 6486 m (3.5 n.mi.) point the values used in
equation l above are as follows:
SSXJET SSXJET Ill
C-mRs (fBs)S-mL (ft)
h-m (ft)
117.5 (335.6)
89.6 (965)
617.6 (2250)
126.6 (4]5.0)
I03.0 (ll30)
611.O (2004)
Using these values the airframe OASPL of the SSXJET is 67.5 dB and the air-
frame OASPL of the SSXJET Ill is 69.9 dB.
Summary
The turbojet powered SSXJET exceeds the FAR 36 (ref. 29) noise rules by a
considerable margin. However, by increasing the engine size so that the
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installed T/W is the same as the SSXJET III and employing a mechanical
suppressor, the take-off noise levels of the SSXJET could be reduced consider-
ably.
The double bypass turbofan powered SSXJET III is viable from a take-off noise
standpoint in that with coannular suppression it could meet the FAR 36 (ref.
29) noise limits if reduced take-off thrust is allowed.
The current 1977 version of FAR 36 noise rules (ref. 29) should be modified
for supersonic transport configurations, to make the SSXJET a viable aircraft.
The modifications should include not imposing stricter noise limits for two-
engine aircraft than for four-engine aircraft and allowing thrust cutback at
altitudes above some minimum altitude, such as 304.8 m (I000 ft.).
The coannular jet suppression effect should be investigated to ascertain the
exact jet noise level of the SSXJET III.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A preliminary design study has been conducted to determine the impact of
advanced supersonic technologies on the performance and characteristics of a
supersonic executive aircraft. Four configurations with different engine
locations and wing/body blending were studied with an advanced non-afterburning
turbojet engine. One configuration incorporated an advanced General Electric
variable cycle engine and two-dimensional inlet with internal ducting. A
M 2.2 design Douglas scaled arrow-wing was used throughout this study with
Learjet 35 accommodations (eight passengers). Performance results are
sumarized in Table XIV. All four configurations with turbojet engines
meet the performance goals of 5926 km (3200 n.mi.) range, 1981 meters (6500
feet) take-off field length, and 77 meters per second (150 knots) approach
speed. The benefits shown for wing-body blending are within the uncertainty
to which wave drag can be calculated for this class of aircraft. Noise levels
of turbojet configurations are excessive. The variable-cycle engine configura-
tion is deficient in range 555 km (300 n.mi.), but meets the most stringent
noise rules (FAR 36 1977 edition), if coannular noise relief is assumed. All
configurations are in the 33,566 to 36,287 kg (74,000 to 80,000 Ibm) take-off
gross weight class when incorporating current titanium manufacturing technology.
While the performance results to date are encouraging, some uncertainties exist
mainly in the prediction of aerodynamic characteristics, which can be resolved
only by extensive wind tunnel tests through the Mach number range. Validated
low-speed data is vital to the establishment of low noise levels, low approach
speeds, and short field lengths. Supersonic aerodynamic data is mandatory to
the transatlantic range goal and to demonstrate confidence in the applicability
of the methods used herein. Further detailed system integration studies to
the depth described in this status report should await the completion of planned
experimental programs.
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TABLE V
SSXJET Low-Speed Zero-Lift Drag Buildup
SRE F = 89.65 m2 (965. Ft 2)
Item
Wing-Body
(including interference}
Empennage
Nacelles (including nacelle-
fuselage-empennage interference)
Propulsion bleed and air-
conditioning drag
Landing gear
SSXJET total zero-lift drag:
gear up
gear down
TABLE VI
i|ing-body
(including interference)
Empennage
Nacelles (including wing-nacelle
interference)
Propulsion bleed and air-
conditioning
Landing gear
SSXJET i total zero-lift drag:
gear up
gear down
Drag Coefficient
.005652
.000764
.001073
.000533
.007678
.008022
.015700
SSXJET I Low-Speed Zero-Lift Drag Buildup
SRE F = 89.65 m 2 (965. Ft2)
Item Drag Coefficient
.005652
.000764
.003603
.000533
.007678
.010552
.018230
TABLE VZll
MISSION PERFO_NCE
MISSION: Design Supersonic Cruise Mach 2.2
NODEL NO.: SSXJEI
AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
Take-off gross weight
Operating weight empty
Payload-No. Passengers
Cargo
Total Weight
Wing area - reference
- gross
kg (Ibm)
kg (Ibm)
kg (Ibm)
_ (Ibm)(ft 2 )
m2 (ft2)
Advanced Turbojet C2_ ;sea level static
(std. day +8°C) installed thrust
per engine, N (Ibf)
Initial installed thrust to weight ratio
Initial wing loading - reference, N/m 2 (]bm/ft 2)
- actual N/m 2 (Ibm/ft 2)
35720
16320
8
0
726
89.65
89.65
64677
.3693
3907.4
3907.4
(78750)
(35980)
8
0
(1600)
(965)
(965)
(1454o)
,3693
(81.61)
(81.61)
Design Mission
OPERATING
WEIGHTS, kg (Ibm)
a FUEL
kg (Ibm)
a RANGE
km (n, mi.)
aTIME
minutes
Take-off
Stare Climb
Start Cruise
End Cruise
End Descent
_axi_in
Block Fuel and Time
Trip Range
NOTES: ].
2.
35720 (78750)
317.5 (700)
35403 (78050)
4343.6 (9576)
31059 (68474)
10644.5 (23467)
20415 (45007)
1o2.1(zzs)
20313 (44782)
]]7.9 (260)
20195 (44522)
o (o)
746 (403)
5075 (2740)
370 (200)
o (o)
15525.6 (34228) ,
6191 (3343)
Taxi-in fuel taken out of reserves at destination.
C.A.B. range corresponding to block time and fuel equals trip
range minus traffic allowances as will be specified for
supersonic aircraft.
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TABLE VIII - concluded
_cdel N_.: SSXJET
_eservc Fuei Breakdown, kg (Ibm):
I. 7% Trip Fuel
_, M_ssed Approach
3. 482 km (260 n. m.) to alternate airport
4. 30 min. holding at 457 m. (15000 ft)
Total Reserve
I07_
835
3243
(2378 
,.
(2930)
(1 4t)
(7 49)
Initial Cruise Conditions:
Lift Coefficient
Drag Coefficient
Lift/Drag
TSFC, kg/hr/N (Ibm/hr/Ibf)
Altitude, m(ft)
.08738
.01495
5.84
.130
15240
1.276
(50000)
TABLE IX
MISSION PERFORMANCE
MISSION: Design Supersonic Cruise Mach 2.2
MODEL NO.: SSXJET I
AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
Take-off gross weight
Operating weight empty
Payload-No. Passengers
Cargo
Total Weight
Wing area - reference
- gross
Advanced Turbojet (2)
kg (Ibm)
kg (Ibm)
kg (Ibm)
(ft 2)
m2 (ft2}
;sea level static
(std. day +8°C) installed thrust
per engine, N (Ibf)
Initial installed thrust to weight ratio
Initial wing loading - reference, N/m 2 (ibm/ft 2)
- actual N/m 2 (Ibm/ft 2)
Design Mission
OPERATING
WEIGHTS, kg (Ibm)
a FUEL
kg (Ibm)
34927 (77000)
]5756 (34736)
8 8
0 0
726 (16oo)
89.65 (965)
89.65 (965)
60878 (13686)
.3555 .3555
3820.6 (79.79)
3820.6 (79.79)
a RANGE
km (n. mi.)
ATIME
minutes
Take-off
Start Climb
Start Cruise
End Cruise
End Descent
Taxi-in
Block Fuel and Time
Trlp Range
NOTES: I.
2.
34927 (77000)
34609 (76300)
29920 (65962)
19759 (43562)
19661 (43345)
19543 {43085)
318 (700)
4689 (10338)
I0160 (22399)
99 (218)
188(260)
o (o)
989 (534)
4745 (2562)
370 (200)
o (o)
]5384 (33915),
6104 (3296)
Taxi-in fuel taken out of reserves at destination.
C.A.B. range corresponding to block time and fuel equals trip
range minus traffic allowances as will be specified for
supersonic aircraft.
0
35
155
20
5
180
TABLE IX - concluded
Model No.: SSXJET I
Reserve Fuel Breakdown, kg (Ibm):
I. 7% Trip Fuel
2. Missed Approach
3. 482 km (260 n. m.) to alternate airport
4. 30 min, holding at 457 m. (15000 ft)
Total Reserve
1069
" 0
1300
798
3166
(2356)
(o)
(2865)
(]759)
(698o)
Initial Cruise Conditions:
Lift Coefficient .lOl/O
Drag Coefficient .01622
rift/Drag 6.27
TSFC, kg/hr/N (Ibm/hr/Ibf) .135
Altitude, m(ft) 15240
1.320
(SO000)
TABLE X
MISSION PERFORMANCE
MISSION: Design Supersonic Cruise Mach 2.2
MDDEL NO.: SSXJET II
AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
Take-off gross weight
Operating weight empty
Payload-No. Passengers
Cargo
Total Weight
Wing area - reference
- gross
kg (Ibm)
kg (Ibm)
kg (Ibm)
k_ (Ibm)(ft2)
m2 (ft2)
Advanced Turboiet (2). ;sea level static
-(std. day+8°C] installed thrust
per engine, N (Ibf)
Initial installed thrust to weight ratio
Initial wing loading - reference, N/m 2 (Ibm/ft 2)
- actual Nlm 2 (Ibmlft 2)
33566 (74000)
15436 (34030)
8 8
0 0
726 (1600)
89.65 (965)
89.65 (965)
60878 (13686)
•370 .370
3671.7 (76.68)
3671.7 (76.68)
Design Mission
OPERATING a FUEL a RANGE aTIME
WEIGHTS, kg (Ibm) kg (Ibm) km in. mi.) minutes
Xake-off
Start Climb
Start Cruise
End Cruise
End Descent
Taxi-in
Block Fuel and Time
Trip Range
NOTES: 1.
2.
33566(74000)
33248 (73300)
29215 (64408)
19626 (43268)
19528 (43052)
19410 (42792)
318 (700) 0 (0)
4033 (8892) 754 (400)
9880 (21782) 4982 (2690)
97 (213) 370 (200)
118 (260) 0 (0)
14446 (31847),
6106 (3297)
Taxi-in fuel taken out of reserves at destination.
C.A.B. range corresponding to block time and fuel equals trip
range minus traffic allowances as will be specified for
supersonic aircraft.
0
29
126
20
5
180
TABLE X - concluded
Model No.: SSXJET II
Re.,';ervc_Fuel Breakdown, kg (Ibm):
I. 7% Trip Fuel
2_ Missed Approach
3o 482 km (260 n. m.) to alternate airport
4. 30 min. holding at 457 m. (1500D ft)
Total Reserve
1003 (2211)
1277 (2815)
7B4 (1728)
3064 (6754)
Initial Cruise Conditions:
Lift Coefficient .08222
Drag Coefficient .01428
tilt/Drag 5.83
TSFC, kg/hr/N (Ibm/hr/Ibf),130
Altitude, m(ft) 15240
{l.276)
(50000)
TABLE XI
MISSION PERFORMANCE
MISSION: Design Supersonic Cruise Mach 2.2
_DEL NO.: SSXJET II TANDEM
AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
Take-off gross weight
Operating weight empty
Payload-No. Passengers
Cargo
Total Weight
Wing area - reference
- gross
Advanced Turbojet (2)
kg (Ibm)
kg (Ibm)
kg (Ibm)
_ (Ibm)(ft2 )
m 2 (ft2)
;sea level static
(std. day+8°C)instal]ed thrust
per engine, N (Ibf)
Initial installed thrust to weight ratio
Initial wing loading - reference, N/m 2 (lbm/ft 2)
- actual N/m 2 (lbm/ft 2)
33566
15436
8
0
726
89.65
89.65
60878
.370
3671.7
3671.7
(74000)
(34030)
8
0
(1600)
(965)
(965)
(13686)
.370
(76.68)
(76.68)
Design Mission
OPERATING
WEIGHTS, kg (Ibm)
a FUEL
kg (Ibm)
a RANGE
km (n. mi.)
mTIME
minutes
Take-off
Start Climb
Start Cruise
End Cruise
End Descent
Taxi-in
Block Fuel and Time
Trip Range
NOTES: I.
2.
33566 (74000)
33248 (73300)
29273 (645377
19341 (42640)
19245 (42427)
19127 (42167)
318 (700)
3975 (8763)
9931 (21897)
97 (213)
118 (2607
o (o)
743 (401_
I
5086 (2746)
370 (200)
o (o)
14439 (31833)
!
6199 (3347)
Taxi-in fuel taken out of reserves at destination.
C.A.B. range corresponding to block time and fuel equals trip
range minus traffic allowances as will be specified for
supersonic aircraft.
0
29
128
20
5
182
TABLE XI - concluded
Model No.: SSXJET II TANDEM
Reserve Fuel Breakdown, kg (Ibm):
I. 7% Trip Fuel
2. Missed Approach
3. 482 km (260 n. m.) to alternate airport
4. 30 min. holding at 457 m. (15000 ft)
Total Reserve
Initial Cruise Conditions:
Lift Coefficient .08237
Drag Coefficient .01412
Lift/Drag 5.83
TSFC, kg/hr/N (Ibm/hr/Ibf) .130
Altitude, m(ft) 15240
(1.276)
(50ooo)
1002
1277
784
3064
(22]0)
(2816)
(1729)
(6756)
TABLE XII
MISSION PERFORMANCE
MISSION: Design Supersonic Cruise Mach 2.2
MODEL NO.: SSXJET Ill
AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
Take-off gross weight
Operating weight empty
Payload-No. Passengers
Cargo
Total Weight
Wing area - reference
- gross
kg (Ibm)
kg (Ibm)
kg (Ibm)
(ft 2 )
m2 (ft 2 )
GE21/Jll-BlO engines (2_sea level static
(std. day ) installed thrust
per engine, N (Ibf)
Initial installed thrust to weight ratio
Initial wing loading - reference, N/m 2 (lbm/ft 2)
- actual N/m 2 (lbm/ft 2)
36081 (79545)
]8094 (39089)
8 8
0 0
726 (1600)
104.98 (ll30)
I04.98 (If30)
90209 (20280)
.510 _510
3370.5 (70.39)
3370.5 (70.39)
Design Mission
OPERATING a FUEL A RANGE ATIME
WEIGHTS, kg (Ibm) kg (Ibm) km (n. mi.) minutes
Take-off
Start Climb
Start Cruise
End Cruise
End Descent
Taxi-in
Block Fuel and Time
Trip Range
NOTES: I.
2.
3608l (79545)
318 (700) 0 (0)
35763 (78845)
2608 (5750) 193 (I04)
33155 (73095)
10547 (23252) 4812 (2598)
22608 (49843)
If3 (250) 370 (200)
22495 (49593)
ll8 (260) 0 (0)
22377 (49333)
13704 (30212),
5375 (2902)
Taxi-in fuel taken out of reserves at destination.
C.A.B. range corresponding to block time and fuel equals trip
range minus traffic allowances as will be specified for
supersonic aircraft.
0
9
124
2O
5
158
TABLEXII .- concluded
Model No,: SSXJET Ill
Reserve Fuel Breakdown, kg (lh_):
]. 7% Trip Fue_
2. Missed Approach
3, 482 km (260 n. m.) to alternate airport
4, 30rain. holding at 457 m. (150D0 ft)
Total Reserve
,qs_(2o97)
L w
]65_(3640)
1o)4(2367)
3676 (s_,o4)
Initial Cruise Conditions:
Llft Coefficient .07865
Drag Coefficient .0|448
Lift/Drag 5.43
TSFC, kglhr/N (lbmlhr/lbf) ,126
Altitude, m(ft) 15240
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AIRCRAFT
lAKE-OFF GROSS WEIGHT
OPERATING WEIGHT EMPTY
PAYLOAD
TOTAL FUEL
WING AREA
REFERENCE
GROSS
INITIAL .W.)NGLOADING.
REFERENCE
GROSS
PROPULSION SYSTEM
TYPE
NUMBER
CONDITIONS
MISSION SUMMARY
MODEt_..SSXJET
ibm
,=
k9
]bin
Ibm
Ibf
INSTALLED THRUST/ENGINE. N
INSTALLED TIw
T&KE-OFF FIELD LENGTH
__ _STA_RT CRUISE ALTITUDE
Wq
Ibm
.||2
m_
tt z ,
m 2
Him2
Ib| I|| 2
H/m2
END CRUISE ALTITUDE
Basic
78750
5720
5980
16320
1600
726
4117N
18674
965
89,65
965
89.65
81.61
3907.4
3907:4
dv.Turbojet
77000
34q77
34736
15756
1600
726
40664
18445
955
89.65
79.79
3820.6
79 7q
3820:6
Adv.
Turbojet
2
II
74000
33566
34030
15436
1600
72fi
38370
17404
9155i
89.65
965
ORIGI_A.L pAGF_, _5
OE poor QUAhlI"Y
"76.68
3671.7
7fi _R
3671.7
II Adv:
Tqrbojet
II T Ill i ] IlL
740O0 79545 i
1335  " "
134030 --:,R_:,_y j
2
Std +8°C Std +8°C Std +8°C
14540 13686 13686
64677 60878 60878
m_n_ ,369 .356 .370
NIW_ 3.621 3.486 3.627
,f] 6500 6500 6500
1981 1981 1981
54600 54500 56300
1664Z 1661Z 1/16U
65200 63400 64900
f_
Ll
f_
19873 19324m
I 154:86 18nc'_' !
I 600 Iji_) ,_ I
726 7.2# j IL ,
3£370.. __32_0:___j _ "
17404 1726.]_ 1
i j____965, ii30
89.65OR
76.68
3671,7
76 68
j..367f .7
Adv.
Turbojet
12
[Std _8°C
86
0878
- = _^ ,Ii ;l) ,
I__
70.3_---_--
L_3_3.L0__5.J
.._ZQ.3_9 :
....
,
i
GE21/ I
all -Bl 0__!
2 !
I
Std i
20280 '
90-269. _
.370 .510 i I I
3.621 _._0__P i
6500 650U l
'_198] 1981 i
56600
1/ZbZ i lb/,_
16530O 66000
q58000 L
i ......
19782 ._lg_9_Q,L__LZO.]J2_ j
RANGE
TRIP FUEL
TRIP TIME
RESERVE FUEL
Qmi. 3343 3296
wm 6191 6104
ibm 33966 33655
kg 15407 15266
rain
Ibm
182 180
, . ,i
3297 3347 l 2902.1
6106 : 6199 l 5375 I
31587 31573 J 2995_ ]
14328 14M! J 13580 {
180 182 15_ I
.2378 2356 221'I '"2210,, 2097
1070 1069 1003 1002 I 951 i
2q30 2£Rr'_ 2815 2816 ] 36__4.I3J
1329 1300 1277 ....1277 I 1651 ! __
1841 1759 1728 1729 1 23.6_7
835 798 784 784 | 1074
I]f]-4"9 6980 6754 6756 J" 8104 " _ =
3243 3166 3064 3064
= -.
._7_% TRIP FUEL k9
ZbU n mi Ibm
--41T2-win." ALT.AIRPORT _i
,,.30 rain. HOLD C_ _m. w_
_bm
TOTAL k_
INITIAL CRUISE CONDITIONS
CL
CD
.08738 .10170 .08222 .08237
.01495 .01622 .01428 .01412
LI D 5.84
-- Ibm IhrllM I " IZ /
TSF C kg_hr_N
6.27 5.83 5.83
1,3ZU 1,Z/6 1.2/6
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Figure 17. - SSXJET I Center-of-gravity envelope.
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Figure 27. - NASA Turbojet engine and nacelle scaling factors.
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Figure 28, - NASA Turbojet total propulsion drag increment.
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Figure 29. - Installed turbojet net engine thrust for maximum climb and
cruise.
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Figure 30. - Installed turbojet fuel flow for maximum climb and cruise.
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Figure 31, Installed turbojet fuel flow for maximum and part power cruise,
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Figure 32. - Installed turbojet exhaust gas temperature for take-off and
part power cruise.
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Figure 33. - Installed turbojet exhaust gas velocity for take-off
and'part po_ver cruise.
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Figure 34. - Installed turbojet nozzle exit area for take-off
and part power cruise,
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Figure 35. - Installed turbojet exhaust gas mass flow for take-off
and part power cruise.
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Figure 38. - Douglas Aircraft Co. External compression inlet performance.
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Figure 40. - GE21/JII-BIO data as enriched by Vought Hampton
relative to data supplied,
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Figure 41. - G_E, 21/OllBlO Installed net thrust for maximum
climb and maximum Cruise,
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Figure 42. - G.E. 21/JIIBIO Installed fuel flow for maximum
climb and maximum cruise•
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Figure 44. - Installed G.E. 21/JlIBlO primary exhaust gas
flow for take-off and part power cruise.
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Figure 45. - Installed G.E. 21/JIIBIO primary exhaust jet velocity
for take-off and part power cruise.
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Figure 46. - Installed G.E. 21/JIIBIO primary exhaust jet area for
take-off and part power cruise.
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Figure 47. - Installed G.E. 21/JIIBIO primary exhaust gas total
temperature for take-off and part power cruise.
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Figure 48. - Installed G.E. 21/JIIBIO fan exhaust gas flow
for take-off and part power cruise.
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Figure 49. - Installed G.E. 21/JIIBIO fan exhaust jet velocity
for take-off and part power cruise.
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Figure 50. - Installed G.E. 21/JlIBlO fan exhaust jet area
for take-off and part power cruise.
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Figure 51. - Installed G.E. 21/JIIBIO fan exhaust gas total
temperature for take-off and part power cruise.
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Figure 52. - High-lift system geometry.
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Figure 57. SSXJET Drag polars.
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Figure 63, - Propulsion bleed and air-conditioning drag increments.
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Figure 65, - SsXJETIII subsonic/transonic polars.
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Figure 78. - SSXJET zero-lift drag components
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Figure 80. - Propulsion bleed and air conditioning drag.
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Figure 86. - SSXJET II wave drag analysis.
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Figure 89. - Additive propulsion drag for the SSXJET III
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